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Editorial Policy (2016)

The Carolinas Communication Annual, the peer-reviewed, state/regional journal published by the Carolinas Communication Association (representing both North Carolina and South Carolina), accepts the submission of scholarly articles (both critical essays and research reports) on an ongoing basis. While articles by authors in the Carolinas and about topics relevant to the Carolinas and the surrounding region are particularly relevant for this journal, the call is open to authors from around the country, and to a wide range of topics from multiple methodologies and perspectives within the larger Communication Studies disciplines. Furthermore, the journal is interested in submissions regarding pedagogical ideas for our GIFTS INC (Great Ideas for Teaching Students in the Carolinas) area. Those submissions should generally be modeled after activity essays published in Communication Teacher.

Critical essays and research reports should generally be no longer than 6000-7000 words in length and should follow the latest editions of MLA, Chicago, or APA style manuals. GIFTS INC essays should generally be no longer than 2000 words also utilizing a specific citation style. Authors should submit their essays electronically (in Word format) to the editor by May 14, 2016. Please include abstract, author identification information and correspondence information in a separate cover sheet or cover letter to ensure blind review. Authors should only submit one work per year to the Annual and the work should not be under review with any other journal. Authors should also note in the cover letter the history of the submitted easy as well as indications that, when necessary, the research meets ethical standards of research (ex., IRB approval if relevant). The editor reserves the right to reject any submission that does not meet the basic standards above or seems to indicate a lack of ethical work.

The Annual became contracted with EBSCO in 2014. The journal is searchable on EBSCO through its Communication Source database as of August, 2015. The journal’s acceptance rate is appropriately 25%.

As of the writing of this call, the new editor for the 2016-2018 Volumes of the Carolinas Communication Annual has not yet been elected by the association’s membership (editors serve a three year term). A full call with editor information will be available October, 2015 on the association’s webpage:

http://carolinascommunication.org/
Editor’s Letter

Dear Members and Readers,

I am pleased to present the 2015 volume of the Carolinas Communication Annual. We have a bit different and expanded editorial board and I’m so very thankful for their service; a couple of which volunteered their work during crunch time when I needed additional readers. Thus, I am truly and sincerely (yes, both!) indebted to the reviewers for their substantial service to the Carolinas Communication Association. Each essay submitted goes through a rigorous blind review process; and our rejection rate this year was approximately 27%. I admit I did assert my role as editor to invite a brief work in light of the Charleston massacre. Readers might also note the continued new look of the journal. I reformatted the journal with my first volume in 2013 to make it look much more like other academic journals.

And so I fear this is the final year of my three year term as editor of our journal. I’m heartbroken. As I type this letter, I weep uncontrollably. This is the end of my glory days. Twenty or thirty years from now, if I’m still alive, I’ll be at some academic conference, drinking at the hotel bar, intoxicated with nostalgia, relaying to every passerby, “You know, I was editor of the Carolinas Communication Annual from 2013-2015, Volumes 29-31.” Oh, I can see it. I will be lauded. I will be laureled. Word will spread throughout the bar. A mass of graduate students will gather around me and ask for autographs. “No, no, young one. I’m very sorry. That would be inappropriate. I’ll only sign on a piece of paper…” But I digress…

After contracting with EBSCO in 2014, we are now, as of August 2015, searchable on the Communication Source database. I had hoped that such a process of contracting with EBSCO and getting on a database would be a pretty simple task. I was wrong. It has taken two years to make this happen. Moreover, I had hoped to get back issues (Volumes 1-28) up as well; but this seems a near impossibility in light of what EBSCO has told me about their policies. I’m hoping the next editor can inspire EBSCO to make that happen.

I want to also thank publically Jesika Brooks, Educational Technology Coordinator at Columbia College. When I had technical formatting woes with this issue she magically fixed everything. I could not have put this volume together without her help!

I like this volume very much. You’ll notice that we start with a forum. That forum took place (live!) at our conference last year in Greenville, SC. I think it’s an invaluable piece for those of us who do archival research; and, well everyone. I think, too, that the two essays are exemplar ones. In light of the space I had, I wanted one that was “big” and one that focused on the local; granted Augusta isn’t in the Carolinas, but I’m so mighty that I’m able to throw a stone across the Savannah River. The GIFTS INC pieces are novel. One local and sort of cutting-edge in light of tech issues and the other very timely in light of the many conflicts we’ve been dealing with this past summer.

And that, perhaps, (the tone of the summer) is why I invited a piece by one of my colleagues. This summer, in many ways, has been the best of times and the worst of times. Personally, I have been dealing with my mother’s health as she deals with late stage breast cancer. But I was able to fly home to Tulsa and spend a lot of time with her and my family. She fights on. And we can’t help but acknowledge the wisdom of the Supreme Court in regards to equality, but also the horror of the shootings in Charleston (and elsewhere… as ever it seems…). The way the family members of those murdered in Charleston and Charlestonians generally responded to the massacre are lessons of hope; and that damn flag is finally down! As teachers and scholars of Communication Studies we must embrace such incredibly messy and horrendous events as teachable moments; thus, the final short, invited piece. Indeed, all of us have a duty to muster up the courage to do what we can to fight for the justice and the dignity of all people.

I dedicate this final volume under my editorship to my mother, Barbara Lee Munsell, and the Emmanuel Nine.

Sincerely,

Jason Brian Munsell
Columbia, South Carolina
September 2015
Forum: Letting Southern Archives Speak

Introduction

Melody Lehn

In the introduction to a 2006 forum on archives for Rhetoric & Public Affairs, Charles E. Morris III announced an “archival turn” in the field of rhetorical studies. This turn, Morris explained, had less to do with any new innovation in how rhetorical critics engage archives in their teaching and scholarship and more to do with rethinking how critics increasingly regard archives as “invention sites of rhetorical pasts” that warrant “sustained critical-rhetorical reflection by scholars in this discipline.”1 The authors in this forum gathered at the October 2014 meeting of the Carolinas Communication Association in Greenville, South Carolina with the express purpose of engaging archives, particularly Southern archives, in the way that Morris suggests: as invention sites of rhetorical pasts constituted in complex ways by regional histories, special investments, political challenges, and public memories that do not always reflect what Southern archives and their keepers have to say.

What the authors in this forum could not have anticipated was a gunman entering the Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church in Charleston, South Carolina and shooting nine parishioners meeting for a prayer service on the evening of June 17, 2015. As a direct consequence of this unspeakable tragedy and its implications for race relations in America, the Confederate flag was lowered across the South and eventually removed from the grounds of the South Carolina State House. The governor of Alabama soon followed suit and ordered the flag be removed from a Confederate memorial at the state capitol. As retailers across the nation reassessed the sale of Confederate-inspired merchandise, concurrent conversations about civility, tradition, symbolism, commemoration, and regional pride made their way into the national public discourse. The moment is opportune to let Southern archives speak and to reconsider how the preservation of selective Southern pasts might empower or hold power over rhetorical critics.

To this end, Sean Patrick O’Rourke’s essay forecasts the core questions that concern the authors of this forum: “How should scholars engage Southern archives? What obstacles do we face? What posture should we adopt? And for what should we be looking and listening?” For O’Rourke, a productive way to address these questions is by examining the tensions surrounding “dissonant voices” housed and hidden in the archives. Voices marked as “dissonant” not only include voices that have been lost or forgotten, but also those that have – sometimes purposefully – been marginalized because they call into question popular local histories. O’Rourke’s timely articulation of the tensions surrounding Civil Rights rhetoric in the conference city, Greenville, serves as a cogent call for critics to listen for dissonant voices in and beyond the archives.

Melody Lehn is assistant professor of speech communication at the University of South Carolina, Extended University in Columbia, South Carolina. She expresses her gratitude to each member of this forum, to the anonymous reviewers who offered detailed feedback that considerably strengthened these papers, and to Jason Munsell for his editorial guidance to publication. Correspondence to: Melody Lehn, University of South Carolina, 901 Sumter Street, Byrnes 620, Columbia, South Carolina, 29208, USA. Email: MelodyL@mailbox.sc.edu
Melody Lehn examines one such dissonant voice from the archives, when she recalls a chance encounter with a segregationist’s fiery pamphlet that denounced Eleanor Roosevelt for her observations on Southern poverty. Letting such dissonant voices and texts remain untouched by critical reflection, Lehn asserts, can perpetuate a parallel marginalization and gendering of both Southern archives and U.S. first ladies. Having located the pamphlet in what one writer terms a “crap archive,” Lehn argues for the merits of such archives as supplemental resources that can account for contested aspects of a first lady’s rhetorical performance, in ways that what is preserved and highlighted in more prominent archives and narratives cannot. The low status of alternative and regional archives, Lehn insists, connects to the resistance first ladies face when they use their unelected and uncompensated role as a platform for public argument.

Camille Lewis’s essay illuminates the political challenges entrenched in archives, particularly when the gatekeepers of those archives are invested in both protecting and projecting an image of harmony. Accessing archives and their holdings is made all the more difficult, Lewis shows, when the critic is banned from the archives because she seeks to reveal and publicize intolerant voices. As she explains, Lewis is forbidden to enter the archives on the campus of Bob Jones University in upstate South Carolina. Her essay offers an example of Davis Houck’s claim that archives are sites of “preferred memory” in which archivists can exercise control over holdings and the interpretations of those holdings. Lewis shows the ways that questions of access both hinder and inform the efforts of critics who are uncovering histories that some might prefer remain unspoken.

In her essay, Cynthia King crafts a bridge between Southern archival research and rhetoric classrooms. After reflecting on the risks and pedagogical openings involved in entering local archives, King offers concrete examples and assignments to show how she and her students reconcile difficult questions of regionalism within the critical work of rhetoric. What is at stake for King is the way critics facilitate a broader understanding of how “individuals in their humanity precipitate civility even toward those whose character and actions offend us.” Following Edwin Black, King advocates for a perspective of rhetorical criticism that compels the critic to temporarily suspend judgment and prejudice to interpret its “object on the object’s own terms.” The role of both the teacher and the critic, in King’s view, is to empower students to engage those difficult questions with both a critical toolbox and a conscience.

Modeling King’s charge to teachers to empower and support students in their expeditions into the archives, Brandon Inabinet and Luke Christie conclude the forum by recounting their experiences working with a generally unknown speech of John C. Calhoun for Inabinet’s course in Early American Public Address. Inabinet and Christie discuss the urge of Southern students to walk into archives that go beyond basic course knowledge to explain more local and particular histories of how rhetoric functions to cultivate power. In the unfortunate case of Southern white males studying local eighteenth and nineteenth century speech, even respect for eloquent argument can appear as undue praise – in this case, for John. C. Calhoun, for Southern slaveholders, or even for the system for slavery they perpetuated. By collapsing barriers between teacher and student, this reflective dialogue models how to nuance these archival pressures without condemning the original impulse to let local archives speak.
Notes


Listening for the Dissonant Voice:  
The Southern Archive as Cacophonous Song

Sean Patrick O’Rourke

In her now classic rendition of the trial of those charged in 1947 with Greenville, South Carolina’s last lynching, British-born and New York-based writer Rebecca West wrote of a Southern town dripping with humidity and moving to the “coloratura hymns” sung “with hope and vehemence” on Sunday evenings at the First Baptist Church.¹ Taking her cue from the music, West saw the trial of the 31 accused as an opera sung in a “rhetorical” note, a melodramatic yet persuasive farce designed to distract residents from “the cloying, clinging heat” and to convince them that it wasn’t really that hot after all. The heat, of course, was both literal and figurative, for the Willie Earle murder trial was held in late May and involved all of the theatrics of a Southern courtroom in which race was an issue: segregated seating, appeals to community, friendship, and heritage; the specter of black brutality looming, however improbably, over a gang of whites who mutilated and murdered a black man; and the sense that “we all know” what ought to happen in cases like this. All of the accused were found not guilty, though everyone knew they had lynched Willie Earle because they admitted it out of court.²

The dominant white response to the verdict, sung in different keys throughout the civil rights era and after, was to downplay racial conflict and instead give voice to a chorus of racial harmony in a tolerant, modern city. Even those appalled by the case were concerned that the coverage of it would have a negative effect “on Greenville’s image as a progressive, cultural, growing city of the New South”³ and therefore on economic development. As late as 1956, Mayor Kenneth Cass stressed, in an interview for Life magazine, that “there’s always been a good feeling in the race situation” in Greenville, noting that there would be “no trouble here unless an agitator comes in and stirs things up.”⁴ Guardians of Greenville’s image have since promoted what my colleague Steve O’Neill has called a tone of “self-congratulation.” O’Neill notes that “the historical memory of the civil rights years in Greenville . . . recalls desegregation of public facilities and schools undertaken voluntarily on the part of the establishment, ‘integration with dignity,’ ‘integration carried out with ‘grace and style’.”⁵

However, as O’Neill, several of our colleagues and students, and I have sought to point out for some time now, resistance to the civil rights movement was strong, often vitriolic, and occasionally violent,⁶ and the public memory of the period is in constant need of adjustment and correction. We have found evidence for these claims in various archives in the region, including the Carolina Room of the Greenville County Library, Furman University’s Special Collections, and the South Carolina Historical Archives, to name a few.

Sean Patrick O’Rourke is the Brown Foundation Fellow and Distinguished Visiting Professor of Rhetoric at Sewanee: The University of the South and professor of rhetoric at Furman University. He would like to thank the participants in the 2014 Carolinas Communication Association panel on “Southern Archives” for their comments on an earlier draft of this essay. Special thanks to Furman alums Kira Kaplan, Luke Christie, Melody Lehn, and Brandon Inabinet for their help. Correspondence to: Sean Patrick O’Rourke, 135 Furman Hall, Furman University, 3300 Poinsett Highway, Greenville, SC 29613, USA. Email: sean.orourke@furman.edu
How should scholars of this period’s rhetoric, on civil rights issues, engage Southern archives? What obstacles do we face? What posture should we adopt? And for what should we be looking and listening? In the brief space available in this forum, I want to suggest five tensions archival researchers might acknowledge, embrace, and engage.

The first of these, suggested above, is the tension between history and memory. Historians tend to think that:

history is what trained historians do, a reasoned reconstruction of the past rooted in research; it tends to be critical and skeptical of human motive and action, and therefore more secular than what people commonly call memory. History can be read by or belong to everyone; it is more relative, and contingent on place, chronology, and scale. If history is shared and secular, memory is often treated as a sacred set of absolute meanings and stories, possessed as the heritage or identity of a community. Memory is often owned, history interpreted. Memory is passed down through generations; history is revised. Memory often coalesces in objects, sites, and monuments; history seeks to understand contexts in all their complexity. History asserts the authority of academic training and canons of evidence; memory carries the often more immediate authority of community membership and experience.

Rhetoricians, however, can and should complicate this dichotomy and engage it as an opportunity. Rhetoricians tend to see history and public memory as two species of rhetoric: two spheres of recollection and interpretation, scholarly and public, which overlap in interesting and suggestive ways. The differences are in the penumbra, the shadows cast by each on the other, but at all times the activities of invention – of constructing claims and supporting evidence and persuading an audience – are very similar.

Public memory is best when it functions more like good history – that is, when it is critiqued and revised – and history is best when it is conducted as a species of rhetoric – as an activity of engaged invention and argumentation that operates controversially – through research, interpretation, and thesis and case building, of course, but also through refutation and rebuttal, cross examination, and ongoing argument. History in this sense is fluid, the lifeblood of civic culture, and rhetoric is its method. With a posture appropriately balanced, archival researchers can help history nourish and correct public memory and make rhetoric the means by which a culture keeps history and memory in productive tension and conversation. The overlap between history and civic memory provides space in our classrooms for rhetorical education, and Southern archives offer fertile sites of historical, and therefore rhetorical, invention.

A second, related tension is between viewing the archive as a kind of sacristy and the equally alluring notion that the Southern archive is only another of the dominant culture’s tools of authoritative (and perhaps authoritarian) propaganda. Neither view is helpful because no true archive is wholly sacred or profane.

To approach the archive as sacred is to make it a site of cultural adoration, worship, and veneration. When researchers adopt this posture, they engage in what LaCapra years ago called the “archive as fetish”: the seductive notion that the archive provides something more than “traces of the past” and can therefore serve not only as proof of the past but also (to use Biesecker’s terms) as an “ultimate arbiter” of history and cultural identity. This perspective encourages a view of the past as definitive, immutable, and uncontestable – as “heritage,” – promotes a research strategy designed to find evidence that supports a pre-existing or predetermined claim or position, and fosters a desire to purify the past by ridding it of messy counterclaims.
But approaching the archive as profane, as a font of propaganda from a dominant culture, can be an equally troublesome stance. From this perspective the researcher enters with an intent to undermine – or to desecrate, violate, defile, and plunder – and adversarial intent colors the research, sometimes in unproductive ways. Of course, interventionist critics often view archives through critiques of domination and power and have produced excellent, often wonderful studies that undermine existing hagiographies. And yet, negotiating the sacred/profane tension is not easy. The balanced stance will vary from one archive to another – moving from the Museum of the Confederacy to the South Carolina Historical Archives requires a distinct shift of posture – because each archive offers a different purpose and level of advocacy. Negotiating this tension entails, at the very least, holding a hermeneutics of suspicion in productive tension with a hermeneutics of faith.

Such considerations almost inevitably raise a third tension: between intervention – the scholar’s active, enthusiastic engagement of the materials – and detachment – the requirement of distance from the archival materials so that they can be assessed, to the extent possible, on their own terms. The traditional articulation of this tension stresses the importance of both poles: Intervention constitutes the scholarly passion necessary to carry an investigation through to its end and detachment prevents that passion from overpowering the study.

For scholars approaching the Southern archive, however, intervention takes on added meaning and responsibility. Archives contain only what has been collected and all too often that has meant, from the civil rights years, too few dissonant voices. The leading media are routinely represented in Southern archives, as are the personal and public papers of white political, commercial, and religious leaders. Black voices, however, are not. In the archives of upcountry South Carolina, Black newspapers and radio stations are underrepresented, as are the personal papers of civil rights leaders. Even photographs of civil rights protests have mysteriously fallen from circulation.

Intervention, in such cases, requires scholars of the period to see that archives are not only constituted for them by others, but also can be reconstituted by them for others. If voices are missing, they need to be found, recorded, transcribed, and archived. In Greenville, for example, scholars have joined forces with the Upcountry History Museum to identify key figures from the civil rights years, and several oral history projects have added considerably to the museum’s growing archive.

A fourth tension is rooted in Pike’s distinction, adapted by Black and Leff to rhetoric, between emic and etic criticism. As they see it, emic criticism emerges from within a culture’s beliefs, values, rituals, and texts and critiques them on their own terms. Conversely, etic criticism approaches the subject from the outside, often using terms and standards external to the culture.

The distinction is not only a tension but also a challenge for researchers in Southern archives. In few places is the insider/outsider distinction so fraught with interpretive peril and so frequently invoked. Of even deeper concern is that the tension itself is misleading: Southerner/Non-Southerner elides distinctions within the South (South Carolina is not Mississippi and certainly not Louisiana; South Carolina’s upcountry and lowcountry differ considerably) and conceals the many layers of culture at play in the South (consider the imbrications of white/brown/black, rich/middle class/poor, Christian/Non-Christian, Protestant/Catholic, propertied/non-propertied and the conceit that there is even something that can fairly be called a “black community” or a “white community”).
Even the researcher’s identity resists stable or constant definitions over time: If I was a “Yankee” when I moved to the South in 1992, I may still be a Yankee now – but certainly not the same Yankee.17

And that brings us to the final and concluding tension, which requires an act of resistance. The natural tendency of non-scholars, I suspect, is to harmonize the world in which they live. If my experience in Southern archives is any indication, the tendency to harmonize influenced many Southern archivists as well, for their holdings seem to reflect the image they had of themselves and their Southern communities. The results are Southern archives in which we now hear a song too long sung in monotonous consonance. If we allow the harmonizing tendency to dominate our scholarly efforts in Southern archives, however, we will surely miss what may be most telling – the dissonant voice. Our effort should always be to realize that Southern voices, like voices everywhere, are surely more often raised in cacophonous song than in harmonious choir, to listen for those dissonant voices, and to allow our minds to dance, as dance they should, “in the writing/reading world we live in.”18

Notes

1 The church, located at 101 W. McBee Avenue in Greenville, is now called Downtown Baptist and is the home of Grace Church.


4 “No Trouble Here Unless . . . ,” Life, September 17, 1956, 109-10.


7 On these questions, see Charles E. Morris, “The Archival Turn in Rhetorical Studies; Or, the Archive’s Rhetorical (Re)turn,” Rhetoric & Public Affairs 9 (2006): 113-15.


10 One might also consider the problem to be, as Brad Vivian has recently suggested, a social process of remembering and forgetting. From this perspective, idioms of remembering and forgetting are both important, not least for their use in determining and reimagining standards and procedures of public judgment in the on-going conversation with and about our collective past – as well as our responsibilities to and for it. See Bradford Vivian, *Public Forgetting: The Rhetoric and Politics of Beginning Again* (University Park: Penn State University Press, 2010); Bradford Vivian, “The Paradox of Regret: Remembering and Forgetting the History of Slavery in George W. Bush’s Gorée Island Address,” *History and Memory* 24 (2012): 5-38.


Heather Yenco, Curator of Collections and Exhibitions, reports that the museum now holds complete oral histories for 12 civil rights-era activists (email to author, 26 March 2015) and one of my Furman colleagues and I have several more soon to be deposited.


I am not speaking here of the well known and much discussed notion that (as one reviewer put it) “scholars’ subjectivities and subject positions (intersectionalities, really) ought to be right there on the table.” My point does not concern being forthcoming about one’s position. It concerns instead the difficulty of determining a fixed position or identity as one immerses oneself, perhaps over decades, in a given culture into which one was not born. Identities are always in flux over time. To ignore the time issue and write as if one’s subject positions are stable over time or, if not, can be readily and clearly identified at any one point in time is nearly, I think, as troublesome as pretending they do not exist at all.

In Defense of Crap Archives: Archival Possibilities for Researching First Ladies

Melody Lehn

Not long ago, I unexpectedly came across a historical text in a local antique shop in Columbia, South Carolina. The text is a sixty-two page pamphlet written in 1950 titled *Weep No More, My Lady: A Southerner Addresses Mrs. Roosevelt’s Report on the “Poor and Unhappy” South*. The author of the pamphlet is North Carolina radio personality Waldemar Eros “W.E.” Debnam, a newspaperman and conservative commentator for WPTF radio who gained notoriety for authoring a refutation to Eleanor Roosevelt’s syndicated newspaper column “My Day.” The indictment, which originated as a two-day broadcast on Debnam’s radio show, eventually circulated in published form. In May 1950, Graphic Press of Raleigh printed ten thousand copies of Debnam’s argument to be sold at fifty cents apiece. By September, seventy thousand copies had been printed and were in circulation.1

Debnam’s concern stemmed from Roosevelt’s recollection of a recent trip she had taken to Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Roosevelt wrote:

> There is a charm about the South. The smell of magnolias, the lavender-and-old-lace feeling, still exists there. People are less hurried; they have more opportunity perhaps for the grace of living. But underneath it all I am not so sure that there are not some signs of poverty and unhappiness that will gradually have to disappear if that part of our nation is going to prosper and keep pace with the rest of it.2

After tracing the roots of her Georgia-born grandmother as a motivation for her special interest in the South, Roosevelt wrote that she could “never go into that part of the country and come away without a certain sense of sadness.” “One can enjoy oneself superficially,” she explained further to her readers, “but one must shut one’s eyes.”3

In his radio broadcast and later the pamphlet, Debnam questioned Roosevelt’s ability to offer a fair and accurate picture of the South because of her Northern roots which, Debnam charged, damned her report as having been “written in the vein of a traveler returning from some foreign country.” Among other things, Debnam chastised Roosevelt for noting signs of poverty and unhappiness in the South when, he pointed out, she and anyone else could have looked just about anywhere in America to see these same signs of poverty and unhappiness.

---

Melody Lehn is assistant professor of speech communication at the University of South Carolina, Extended University in Columbia, South Carolina. Correspondence to: Melody Lehn, University of South Carolina, 901 Sumter Street, Byrnes 620, Columbia, South Carolina, 29208, USA. Email: MelodyL@mailbox.sc.edu
In his most sharply worded passage, he wrote:

Almost from the window of her hotel apartment in New York, she can look out and see what is possibly the greatest cesspool of heaped-up-and-pressed-down-and-running-over poverty and crime and spiritual and moral and economic unhappiness on the face of the earth. We are speaking, of course, of that great Negro ghetto in the heart of New York that is Harlem.”

Piling insult onto racial insult, Debnam used his pamphlet to deny a “Southern problem,” to assign the South the role of delicate woman in need of protection, and to assume the role of chief defender of this delicate woman’s honor from the unwelcome attention of Roosevelt, an interloping Northern aggressor. Meanwhile, Debnam signaled that Roosevelt’s femininity was removed with her pen, not unlike a Union soldier brandishing a rapier when pillaging through the spoils of war.

As was to be expected, the pamphlet flourished with those white Southern audiences already inclined to be uneasy about the former first lady, who to them represented an increased liberalization taking hold of parts of the Democratic party. In a letter to James Dombrowski of the Southern Conference Educational Fund, Juliette Hampton Morgan, a librarian and Civil Rights activist from Montgomery, Alabama, lamented that the bookstore where she was working had to keep the pamphlet on “permanent back order” because they were selling so fast. Mrs. Ned Griffin, a reader from Florida, ordered no fewer than fifty copies to distribute to friends, one of whom wrote to The Miami Daily News to endorse the pamphlet as “good reading.” Weep No More, My Lady also found a sympathetic reader in the longtime Speaker of the Mississippi House of Representatives, Walter Sillers, Jr., who was so infuriated and persuaded by Debnam’s attack on Roosevelt that he eventually had to stop reading halfway through. “Every time I read about her and think about what she and F.D.R. have [d]one to the South it almost gives me apoplexy,” Sillers wrote in dismay to a friend.

As was to be expected, Roosevelt’s critics also found value in the pamphlet, demonstrating sympathy to Debnam’s argument even when they were not Southerners. In an August 1951 editorial, anti-Roosevelt columnist Westbrook Pegler praised the cover design of the pamphlet, which featured an over-the-top caricature of Roosevelt weeping dramatically into a handkerchief against the backdrop of, as Pegler put it, a “subtle combination of stars and bars which artfully suggests the flag of the grand rebellion against northern mischief which ended with the South writhing under the heel of a despotic force.” That an “amateur” like Debnam could self-publish a pamphlet going into its tenth printing little more than a year after its initial publication, the argument went, was testament enough to its apt characterization of the despotic “old woman” trampling, rather than smelling, the magnolias on her Southern tour.

For her part, Roosevelt barely paid the charges any mind, dismissing the pamphlet when asked about it in an appearance at the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill three years after the first printing. In a February 7, 1953 “My Day” column, Roosevelt recalled her recent appearance in Chapel Hill and wrote:

I was asked on one or two occasions, in view of Mr. Debnam’s booklet, “Weep No More, My Lady,” and now that I had returned to the South, if I had changed the opinions that had brought about the booklet. I was obliged to answer that, with an itinerary such as I had had, what I had been able to observe was somewhat hurried and casual.
Much like the way Roosevelt dismissed Debnam’s critique in her newspaper column, her biographers and historians have not given *Weep No More, My Lady* much attention either, mentioning it in passing or ignoring it altogether. As just one example, the otherwise excellent edited collection *The Eleanor Roosevelt Encyclopedia* fails entirely to mention Debnam or his pamphlet in entries about Roosevelt’s “My Day” column, her “Civil Rights” positions on segregation, or anywhere else.11 Perhaps the reasons for this dismissal are best captured by Alan Scherstuhl, whose discovery of the pamphlet echoes my own experience. Scherstuhl discovered a copy of the pamphlet in a thrift store and subsequently penned a satirical column about it in 2009 for *The Village Voice*. In a feature section of “From the Crap Archives,” a tongue-in-cheek effort to uncover and expose “the finest in forgotten and bewildering crap culled from basements, thrift stores, estate sales and flea markets,” Scherstuhl comically boosts Debnam in his contest with that “uppity widow” Eleanor Roosevelt while listing, more seriously, Debnam’s most off-putting and fallacious quotations to further make the point that this pamphlet has more than earned its status in the “crap archive.”12

These brief highlights of the development, circulation, and reception of W.E. Debnam’s pamphlet culminate in several important and related questions: what are rhetorical critics to do with regional texts that find their way into “crap archives” like junk shops and dusty basements? Does this “crappy” status suggest that we should – as Eleanor Roosevelt, some of her biographers, and others have – discount these texts as mere instruments of propaganda that found a hospitable audience in only the most militant and prejudiced of readers? Are these “crap archives” even archives at all and if so, how valuable are they in assessing the performances of first ladies like Eleanor Roosevelt and others?

When untangling these questions, rhetoricians would be remiss to ignore a polysemous text like *Weep No More, My Lady*, for as much as it is an attack on Eleanor Roosevelt’s observations of the South and of the Northern liberalism informing her positions, the pamphlet is also a critique of how Roosevelt was granted the right to speak in the first place, of her status as a former first lady, and of the first lady position itself. Her arguments, as well as her gendered pulpit, were on trial. On the very first page of the pamphlet is the premise from which all other arguments proceed: “There are some, we know, who contend Mrs. Roosevelt would have never gotten where she is if she hadn’t been married to a man who was President of the United States and one of the outstanding world leaders – a lot of people insist the outstanding world leader – of this century.”13 That Roosevelt was no longer the sitting first lady was irrelevant: she was still intimately connected to her former role by Debnam’s approximation and made ordinary by the comparison to her extraordinary (and elected) husband. Read as a gendered critique of a first lady’s authority to speak and advocate, *Weep No More* also stands as proof of the complexities facing presidential spouses who dare to pursue their own political agendas.

Archival researchers must understand, particularly when dealing with unflattering depictions like *Weep No More, My Lady*, that texts critical of a first lady’s performance will not always factor prominently into how their materials or materials related to them are preserved, organized, and exhibited in the archives and museums where they are most likely to be found. Like Debnam’s impulse to valorize the South and
deflect attention away from that which is not charming and graceful, the places where the papers and materials of first ladies are kept and displayed (the presidential library system, to name just one example) often have their own vested interest in how first ladies are presented in narratives of U.S. and presidential history. By their very definition, Shawn Parry-Giles reminds us, presidential libraries cannot help but to “magnify the self-interestedness of presidential administrations and [as a consequence can] provide inevitably partial and politicized views of their actions.”14 When seeking first ladies in the archives, rhetoricians must be careful not to fall into the trap of seeking out the good and neglecting the bad and the ugly. Like Eleanor Roosevelt, we too must look past the magnolias, the lavender, and the lace – the inaugural gowns, the hairdos, the White House china collections – to reach their more substantial activities and contributions to history, as well as the disapproval and indifference these activities and contributions have inspired.

Archives are not always announced as such and are often located in the most unexpected of places. Sometimes, in fact, the discovery of the text precedes the recognition – or the invention15 – of the archive. “Crap archives” and their “crappy” holdings, when taken seriously, can reflect and call into the question ways that speech genres, materials, regions, and women are gendered and discredited by their critics. Without the “crap,” rhetoricians cannot fully account for how texts circulate, resonate, and become a part of the “inflammatory” (male) and “inconsequential” (female) histories that often make up places like the South.

Notes
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A is for Archive: The Politics of Research in the Southern Archive

Camille Kaminski Lewis

When Stephen Stein, my History of American Religion Professor at Indiana University, took us graduate students to the Special Collections of the Lilly Library, we were dazzled. It was the perfect representation of the Ivory Tower. Period furniture, a room named “Lincoln,” soft lighting, book-lined walls, the giant walnut conference table, and manuscripts barely legible made us all feel like real historians. We were protected and isolated, just book nerds who loved the smell of mildewed paper and the feel of mechanical pencils. We sat and talked about the French Catholics. The present was two centuries away.

Most of the time, however, we graduate students were relegated to the basement of the Main Library, squinting at dimming microfilm machines, and the only smell in the air was the old Chick-Fil-A grease sneaking in from next door.

It was still bliss. Both experiences in archival research seem somewhat idyllic now. Both are still Ivory Towers.

I am a Northerner, having lived long enough in Greenville, South Carolina that my friends say I am allowed to consider myself a native. Yet, I am still trying to understand this New South

Elsewhere, I have explained Southern civic life like this: the rules are like a rhetorical code duello, with sparring partners of equal power facing-off under vigilante justice and with maintaining good form as the supreme virtue. The critic is assigned a role in that Burkean drama as an invisible scenic element, a “second,” simply documenting the players and events with photographic details alone. No interpretation or intervention is expected or permitted. Any critical action is met with threats, both coded and overt, because that action may threaten the secrecy and the sanctity of the duel.

If that critic happens to be a Northern-born woman, those threats can get nasty. If she dares to act outside of the Southern silence, the female scholar is branded a kind of Hester Prynne. Wearing a Scarlet “A” for her archival research, she is marked as impious and promiscuous.

As an independent scholar, I am researching the intersection of conservative politics, revivalism, and white supremacy in Southern higher education. I have now been to archives in Tennessee, Missouri, Illinois, Florida, Alabama, and South Carolina, of course. I have received thousands of pages from FBI files and even a rather gruesome local fifty-year-old police report. This project in the Southern archives has resulted in my getting banned from one local collection, my university job threatened, and my family targeted at our church and at my sons’ public elementary school. I have even received death threats. When I went to report this intimidation to local law enforcement, the police officer called these tactics “perfectly respectable.”

So what am I uncovering that is so threatening? How could presumably dead documents, buried in dusty archives, threaten the living?

Camille Kaminski Lewis is an independent scholar researching the intersection of revivalism and conservative politics in the twentieth century, specifically in the American South. Correspondence to: Cklewis@alumni.indiana.edu
Here is just one example. On Easter Sunday morning in 1960, Greenville’s own Bob Jones Sr. broadcast what would become his most infamous sermon in our lifetime, “Is Segregation Scriptural?” So important was this statement to Jones that he had his staff transcribe the sermon and distribute it to every student enrolled in his school until 1986. So from 1960 through 1986, this sermon was Bob Jones University’s official statement defending its racism.

This text is important for Greenville history and for Southern scholars as a glimpse into how religion and politics combine into one powerful cudgel. This is important to religious historians because Jones was offering a counter-statement to Billy Graham’s 1960 Good Friday appeal to Evangelicals: “‘Jim Crow’ must go. It is absolutely ridiculous to refuse food or a night’s lodging to a man on the basis of skin color. . . . I am also concerned about some clergymen of both races that have made the ‘race issue’ their Gospel. This is not the Gospel!” Jones read Graham’s plea for racial understanding as throwing down the gauntlet, and Jones accepted the perceived challenge two days later on Easter Sunday morning – on the High Holy Day of Christianity – presenting his gospel of segregation.

As important as Jones’ statement is, no library in the world catalogs it. In 2010, if you visited BJU’s archives and asked for a copy of the sermon, the archivists would have told you that it is “restricted access,” and you would not be permitted to copy its pages. You could transcribe the words in pencil, but no photocopies or photographs could leave the archives. The document that was so important to their racist apologia and to their framing of racial segregation as ecclesiastical separation, they wanted it to remain hidden. It must, it seems to me, reveal their duel with Billy Graham.

In May 2011, I scrounged. I begged. And among three people, who joked that I was “a holy troublemaker,” I was able to quilt together a complete copy of that 1960 sermon. I have uploaded the text and a pdf of the pamphlet on my website, so now it is fully public. This past summer, the Washington Post cited my website in their exposé on religious bigotry in Arizona. And thanks to Indiana Governor Mike Pence, the text has become even more relevant for those comparing the history of religion as a political weapon in America.

Through 2014, if you visited those same BJU archives and asked for the sermon, the staff would shrug and actually admit, “Well, Camille Lewis has it on her website. You can just go there and see it.” That changed, however, after I presented at the Carolinas Communication Association Conference in October 2014. Since then, the Bob Jones University archives no longer restrict access to this infamous sermon text. Anyone with an appointment can pull out a smart phone and document the text for herself.

I exposed the duel.

In 2012, I received my letter banning me from Bob Jones University which, of course, includes the official archives. In February 2014, the BJU Public Relations director – not the archivist, not a historian, not any academic officer, but their ad man – called the administration of my employer, North Greenville University (NGU), to tell them to silence my critical academic voice. In my disciplinary interview, one of the pieces of evidence against me was a peer-reviewed publication in the Kenneth Burke Journal. My husband was a full professor of music at NGU. If we still worked at NGU, my conference presentation and this short article would be forbidden under threat of termination. As of May 5, 2014, both of us resigned from that institution.
I am far from sequestered in the Ivory Tower here in Greenville, South Carolina.

If I am going to use my theory of the rhetorical code duello, the actors want me to be invisible – they want Hester Prynne away in exile. They cannot imagine me as their equal or even as a human being. For their myth to stand, I must disappear so that their vigilante justice can go undetected. As long as their duel is secret, their “good form” is maintained and their virtue and power is secure.

So when I stand over a library table, wearing my scarlet “A for Archive,” holding a hand-scrawled document from 1924 signed by “a few white men,” I realize that it sounds very much like emails I have received. For my research in the Southern archives at least, I am not really researching the past. These texts are not dead and buried. As long as my subject sees their Cause as not lost, I am documenting the present with living texts. So I do what I can. I expose the duel.

Notes
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Pedagogical Reflections: 
Teaching, Texts, and Southern Archival Spaces

Cynthia King

When I walked into the six-room house that serves as the Museum and Library of Confederate History (MLCH), I couldn’t say who was more stunned: me, an African American professor there to finalize plans for her class tour, or the handful of elderly white gentlemen sitting around a table in the library. My reaction to the scene was visceral. Though overrun with relics from the cause that bears its name, most jarring were the oversized Confederate flags hanging from the ceiling. In that moment, I realized that I had never been so close to the preeminent symbol of racial terrorism for African Americans. The men in the museum seemed just as surprised to see me in their space. Perhaps they surmised my discomfort with the surroundings and with their deeply personal but “cultural” and “educational” mission to depict an “accurate portrayal” of the “War for Southern Independence,” and “honor those who served the cause of the Confederate States of America.”

A visit paid by the ancestor of slaves to an archival space dedicated to valorizing the fight to sustain the institution embodies the “odd position” that Lehn contends “Southern texts and the archives that house them” place rhetorical critics. The reasons that drew me to the Confederate Museum are the same reasons that prompted me to arrange a tour of the Upcountry History Museum (UHM) and a field trip to the Reedy River Baptist Church Cemetery. Those reasons structure this brief reflection.

First, pedagogical restlessness fueled an urge to introduce localism into U.S. Public Address courses at Furman University, where I teach. As I use it here, localism denotes moving the classroom off campus and into historical, cultural, and government sites in the community. Local museums were the change of scenery I sought for my teaching, but more importantly they gave tangible form to the past. Tangibility is an instrument of teaching. Moreover, visiting these sites is inherently interdisciplinary. American history, Southern history, rhetoric, public address, museum studies, and religion coalesce in narratives that hold multiple and conflicting meanings derived from the disciplines and facets of history they index; more than that however, engaging local material culture invites students to take a more complex view of where and how a community’s past is presented to its members and the factors informing these presentations.

But moving into local spaces also risks providing their guardians a platform to frame students’ understanding of their meaning and significance. This is especially true for museums. Intentionally, museums weave the raw materials of the past into intelligible narratives constrained by institutional priorities and practices. Even supplemental backstories supplied by museum tour guides have a hand in shaping these narratives and can signify guides’ personal investment in the impact and perceived veracity of those narratives. For example, against a backdrop of Confederate
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artillery and weaponry of every ilk, the guides at the MLCH painted the South as victors in character if not in fact of the Civil War. Likewise, the guide in the Upcountry History Museum was a native South Carolinian who clearly took pride in the proclivity of his independent-minded, Scotch-Irish ancestors to revolt against centralized authority.

Exhibits are also subject to logistical constraints such as space; therefore, curators must be judicious about which events of the past are selected to foreground. But selectivity is compelled by other reasons. For example, exhibits of slavery are conspicuously absent or underrepresented in both the MLCH and UHM. During the tour, the MLCH alluded to slavery only once, to dispel the “myth” it was the central reason why Southerners fought the Civil War. The motives for omitting slavery from the MLCH are less puzzling than those of the UHM. Much larger and more contemporary, the UHM’s most prominent nods to the institution include a few bales of cotton and a mannequin of a young slave. Instead of focusing on the institution that was the economic engine of South Carolina, the museum foregrounds exhibits which fit neatly into Greenville’s contemporary and aspirational image as a “political and economic hub.”

For example, the city’s status for many years as the “textile capital of the world” is showcased in a large exhibit, and the life of textile workers is explained in some detail on the tour. After the tour, I probe students about which stories were told and which were omitted. Inevitably, some students assert the absence of slavery. I use the omission to urge students to think critically about what these representations tell us about how communities remember the past and the implications these remembrances hold for the present.

These considerations lead to the second reason archival spaces serve my pedagogy: to engage course concepts and principles for my rhetoric courses. Museums are identifiably rhetorical spaces. This fact comes into clearer focus when a curator at the Upcountry History Museum explains the intensive, multi-step process for developing an exhibit: thoroughly researching the historical context, selecting the most effective tools of storytelling, and finally, allotting and arranging museum space to tell accessible, “accurate,” and engaging narratives of the past. This undertaking is akin to the activities of rhetorical invention, which acts as an “intentional, created, polished attempt to overcome the obstacles in a given situation with a specific audience on a given issue to achieve a particular end.” The suitability for the study of museums in rhetoric courses becomes clear when viewed through these terms.

As historical spaces with rhetorical intent, museums serve as vivid reference points for explaining the central critical concept in which rhetoric and history intersect: public memory. Browne explains that public memory is a “shared sense of the past fashioned from the symbolic resources of community and subject to its particular history, hierarchies, and aspirations.” While Browne’s definition calls attention to the communal work performed in museums, DeLaure’s definition that, “public memory is material, embodied, and connected to sites” highlights the tangibility museums afford the past. Students move through synthetic historical landscapes, allowing them to experience particular semblances of past eras predicated on sensibilities and ideologies of the present. The dialectical twin of public memory is collective forgetting which is understood as “what is unregistered in . . . monuments, relics, statues, and ritual observances [. . . a failure to transmit information about the past.” Collective forgetting, one scholar reminds us, “does not mean every member of a society forgets the same thing; it means that remembering and forgetting are distributed unevenly among different communities, groups, and individuals.”

Forgetting is dictated, in part, by practicality. Out of necessity, museums paint pictures of the past with broad strokes. But as Vivian has asserted even “unintentional episodes of…excision or loss in regard to the past…signify ethical failings when imperatives to archive…and preserve hold the moral high ground.” Moreover, broad strokes can diminish human qualities that connect individuals across time and culture, which leads to my final pedagogical reason
for visiting museums and for looking at primary texts in Southern archival sites: engaging the human elements of history and rhetoric. This inclination is undergirded by the central idea of my personal and pedagogical philosophies: everyone deserves to be understood. Understanding individuals in their humanity precipitates civility even toward those whose character and actions offend us. In discussions of the antebellum South, this perspective applies equally to slave and slave master. Though clearly the experiences were not equivalent, the point is to understand human mindsets and motivations, which requires temporarily suspending judgment. Two examples illustrate how to push past a predominant historical group identifier, slave owners, to ascertain transcendent human qualities of one or more individual members of the group.

The first is the inclusion of Confederate soldier William Erin Phillips (1841-1862), whose casket-sized tomb sits in the Reedy River Baptist Church Cemetery, a mile from Furman University. Mundane and aspirational details of Phillips’ life can be gleaned from letters he wrote to family members archived in the Phillips and Hudson Families Papers.10 Phillips is an especially good subject for my courses because of the life experiences he shares with my students. He attended Furman, incurred debt for tuition, room, board, and books, and like many of my students, he inclined toward a spiritual vocation, but put those plans on hold when he volunteered for military duty at the start of Civil War.11 Phillips died of fever before his traveling parents could reach his military camp. His remains were transported back to Greenville to be interred in his home church, the Reedy River Baptist Church.12 Highlighting facets of Phillips’ life shared in common with my students shade slightly the blurred image of whites in the antebellum South, and also establishes a connection that complicates their understanding of that society.

The second, related course component requires the examination of documents from the Plantation Collection Letters, included among the readings in my U.S. Public Address course. The letters glimpse the complex motives and mindsets of slave owners. For example, in a letter dated October 22, 1846, plantation owner Thomas B. Bennehan mused obliquely that he “wished that his northern friends could see the joy and gratitude expressed by my slaves… on my return home. They would think better of our Southern Institutions.”13 Bennehan seems oblivious to the contradiction in his concession that while “slavery may be oppressive it is often attended with much comfort and enjoyment.”14 I ask my students to reconcile Bennehan’s rosy description with the well-documented constant paranoia of slave rebellions among planters. I counterbalance the privileged position of whites in a slave society based on race with the wretched day-to-day existence of slaves. Advertisements for runaway slaves and slave narratives like those by Frederick Douglass, Harriet Jacobs, Ellen Craft, and Solomon Northup convey the human realities and individual experiences under an economic institution sustained by degradation and violence.

I impress upon students the oppressive conditions under which slaves lived: they were underfed, underdressed, and lived constantly under the threat of being whipped, mutilated or killed.15 Black women were raped routinely by masters and overseers and the bi-racial children who resulted from these violations were paradoxically open secrets and served alternatively as visible contradictions and confirmations in the reasoning for those violations.16 The discussion culminates with my questioning what kind of circumstances might cause Southerners, who are not evil human beings, to ignore the human suffering in their immediate vicinity. War, history, self-preservation, and cultural sensibilities are frequent answers. Students cannot conceive of seeing people as less than human. But I quickly point out how contemporary discourses entailed in the debate over undocumented immigrants or racially tinged discourses of “law and order” invite insensitivity, if not obliviousness, to the misfortunes of others.
Students’ reaction to museum visits range from indifference to outrage. Those in the latter category are usually disturbed by the pro-Confederate (read: proslavery) narrative of the past woven around relics in the MLCH. However, I try to tamp down and channel these emotions by asking student to assume the critical distance necessary to complete the culminating assignment of the visits and the class.

The final paper for my Introduction to Rhetoric class requires students to analyze how the MLCH and UHM represent an aspect of Southern history. I try to preempt their inclination to assume the role of editorialist and emphasize their role as a critic. For example, a student whose reaction to the MLCH had been as visceral as my own initial reaction wondered how she could be unbiased about an ideology she found offensive and dangerous. I reminded her of Edwin Black’s mandate for “critics to suspend their repugnance temporarily” (emphasis mine); he then continues that “acts of objectivity are only intermittent and never an end in themselves.” I also encouraged her to assert the negative and dangerous implications she sees in the Confederate narrative, but cautioned that scholarly conventions and the assignment require that she provide ample textual evidence, strong secondary foundations, clear explanations, and a restrained tone: all of which serve to establish the strength of her argument and the integrity of her conclusions. She did so, and concluded in her paper that in “a modern American society still teeming with racial inequalities, with partisan strife over events such as [those of] Ferguson, Missouri,” narratives like those in MLCH are “disruptive and disturbing.”

My foray into Southern archival spaces serves my pedagogical goal, which is to expand my classroom and appropriate tools to make course concepts more tangible. But it also reminds me that some Southern archival spaces are “odder” than others. This was my experience with the MLCH, and perhaps theirs with me. I have visited the site three times, and while I am now less shocked by its content, I am still apprehensive, in part because students’ reactions are uncertain. The raw materials of the past reside in these spaces, but it is up to the teacher-critic to use them credibly by the standards of his or her scholarly communities and more importantly principled by the critic’s own conscience.

Notes
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Local Intervention and the Archival Trap

Brandon Inabinet and Luke Christie

Educational institutions with a concern for their local community or region need to enhance the opportunities for archive-based rhetorical criticism for student critics. Studies of texts outside dominant research paradigms can trap scholars who are under institutional demands and time limits. Students are best situated to do this work on local and regional texts and seek out the alternative publication venues that crave such work. Any archival traps students encounter can form great moments for learning. Through our dialogue and conclusions, we hope to elevate this mode of engagement and pedagogy in the field of rhetorical studies.

Dialogue

Brandon Inabinet: As a student in U.S. Public Address, I was fascinated by the way speech formed an eloquent historical index of political thought.¹ The professor assigned the final paper for the course, offering extra credit for those who chose texts from a local archive. I searched the tiny archive in my hometown and then the South Carolina Historical Society. I found only one speech by Laurence Massillon Keitt, a minor figure of rhetorical infamy: a Southern Fire-Eater—a radical defender of slavery and secession; the only man in U.S. history to take part in two acts of legislative violence (assisted in the caning of Charles Sumner and two years later tried to choke a Pennsylvania Republican); and a Romantic idealist who rode into enemy fire at The Battle of Cold Spring rather than succumb to Union defeat. The speech was a thirty-five page handwritten manuscript of an antebellum Fourth of July Oration and Eulogy for John C. Calhoun. After days of transcribing, it provided a unique understanding of spread-eagle oratory, hailing John C. Calhoun as a gifted statesman, philosopher, and orator.²

Luke Christie: Ten years later, I sat in a nearly identical classroom (Early U.S. Public Address), listening to my professor, Dr. Inabinet, discuss the excitement of finding local texts and the possibility of saying something new about them. Immediately, I started researching an important political figure born just a few miles from my hometown: John C. Calhoun. I found an overlooked nineteenth century speech in which Calhoun had shut down Henry Clay’s amendments to abolish the presidential veto power.³ In my analysis, I claimed that Calhoun eloquently protected Constitutional checks-and-balances, as the early U.S. shifted from elite republican rule to the whims of democratic majority rule.⁴ Archival work with microfiche, university archives, and obscure early twentieth-century books on Southern statesmen all came to aid my research.
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Brandon Inabinet: We both felt we had followed the prompt of the professor.

Luke Christie: And yet in both cases, before the final draft, we felt trapped, interpreted by others as unapologetically defending John C. Calhoun, the Old South, or even, by extension, slavery.

Brandon Inabinet: Neither paper said anything of the sort, of course, but critics and respondents might see these archival selections as a strategic choice to bolster white male dominance, unaware of the assignment or the archive’s limits in regard to early U.S. oratory.

Luke Christie: I even went so far as to offer praise of the speaker. After all, Dr. Inabinet asked us to offer an “appreciative” or “charitable” reading of the text in its context. My veto speech analysis praised the constrained argumentative form that protected checks-and-balances against Congressional power. Naturally, it extended that praise to the orator, Calhoun, and to the era that tolerated such sophisticated eloquence in the halls of Congress.

Brandon Inabinet: I did a version of that, too. The eulogy analysis praised the wild Romantic imagery and the complex archetypal metaphors it evoked. It praised the era, too, that allowed such unconstrained, public epideixis.

Luke Christie: Limited within the bounds of novice critics, the brevity of the semester, and perhaps even the unconscious impulses of local pride, we did not delve far into what the authors of our texts were not saying—textual exclusions made legible only through context.

Brandon Inabinet: So as I read Luke’s draft, I knew I needed to say something, beyond what would appear in written feedback. The quality of the paper was strong in terms of analysis. But not many in a field as broad as Communication Studies have the patience for the nuanced unpacking of obscure nineteenth-century argumentation and style on Constitutional interpretation. Even in his sophomore year, I could tell Luke might be headed to graduate school. Would his first journal reviewer or Director of Graduate Studies see the careful analysis of a text on nineteenth-century veto powers as worthwhile, or would they instead expect bold claims about slave rhetoric? I needed to advise Luke to seek out claims more scholars would find significant about a figure like Calhoun.

Luke Christie: That my analysis might be seen as irrelevant or insignificant would have been hard to hear. I was excited to find this speech, and I felt I could reveal something new about Calhoun’s rhetoric other than his defense of slavery.

Brandon Inabinet: Exactly. So luckily I could share my personal story. My eulogy criticism went to a conference alongside interpretations of Civil Rights speeches—studies using almost identical analytical tools. A respondent panned my local criticism alone as a mere “Neo-Aristotelian” analysis. It was a well-known problem in the history of rhetorical criticism, but one not at all clear to a twenty-year-old in his first criticism class. Later, I came to understand it as a thinly veiled prejudice against a Southern white male student using concepts from Greco-Roman theory to analyze archived texts.

Luke Christie: After our conversation, and fearing that kind of response, I realized that my essay concluded with a strong accumulatio: adding the virtues of the style and argument together to praise the great speech, the
great speaker, and the eloquence of the era. I reexamined the larger political context in which the speech was given and began to see how Calhoun could have used the veto speech, with its piety toward the founders, to defend slavery. Calhoun favored the presidential veto at least in part because the sitting president, John Tyler, would likely have vetoed bills harmful to Southern economic interests. The revised paper better responded to the ideological questions of its audiences today, regarding race and slavery in the nineteenth century, while also not abandoning the detail present in the original analysis. These changes strengthened the analysis enough for it to be published in an undergraduate journal.

Brandon Inabinet: The criticism of the eulogy for Calhoun did not fare as well. Scholars outside the field found more interest in it than those inside. English scholars in Romantic literature collaborated, and historians recommended sending the critique to the home of the original text, the South Carolina Historical Society. With tenure-track appointment, I had the luxury to seek out these more relevant audiences, in history, literature, and the broader public.

Conclusions

Somewhere between local forgetting (of race politics), archival scarcity (in the prescribed era and genre of oratory), and a simple lack of critical awareness and agency (among critics in their first courses), the classroom archive opportunity became a trap. As pointed out by Jason Edward Black, the act of criticism incurs politics, and as Charles E. Morris III says, the archive functions as a site of power that can be fairly determinative of what we can say. We hold that all those dynamics get politicized once again in teaching local or regional criticism.

In this case, Southern regional criticism bound the authors in an additional particular way. What counts as “Southern” in the field of rhetorical studies has been highly influenced by Reconstruction and Lost Cause rhetoric, the Agrarian Movement, and the work by early critics such as Dallas Dickey and Waldo Braden. The category was exclusive to white male demagogues and focused heavily on the defense of slavery and Agrarian culture. Attempts to expand that definition and study the region in more complex terms, given the larger national suspicions of the South as backward and illiberal, mostly failed. Intellectual bigotry against the South (especially in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century) led to resentment of Northern elitism by Southerners. This, in turn, resulted in defensive criticism of speech as the Southern “art form,” which created marginalization and containment of Southern speech criticism in particular journals and institutions. At the same time, other Southerners, such as minority activists, were read as national (rather than global or regional), in a field privileging the nation as the site of civic activity. Debates about tokenism and canons neglected their regional accents, and Southern anthologies were late to the game in adding Civil Rights speakers or forms beyond oral speeches that would bring in a broader set of rhetorical practitioners. Studying the South as a site of rhetoric became antiquated.

Regions or locales with complex inferiority themes, like the South, also lend themselves to archival and interpretive traps. In an area like South Carolina, which first preached secession and defended slavery as a necessary economic and religious system, it becomes almost inescapable. The state continues to this day to carry antagonistic and resistive politics. The basic tools of a field so devoted toward the elevation of texts and speakers must be adapted to such a place. First, our sense of place and social identity calls us to push against the “appreciative attitude” toward texts as a general guide. Second, it calls for the limits and exclusions of archival sources to be
made more explicit. Third, complexity of texts and elevation of eloquence must be weighted against this history of regional bias. The very tools that make criticism of progressive or minority speech fantastic might be the absolute wrong tools for texts that come to us with a different cultural resonance.

The unique challenge, especially in the South, is not to mirror and redeploy defensiveness, but to instead make the analysis richer. It is a dangerous proposition that faculty can direct students into that mode, despite the supportive evidence in the dialogue above. Students may not react positively to an indictment of their analysis on general cultural or political terms, especially when the assignment may seem determined by archival depth and course assignments. Criticism’s liberal politics, for individual autonomy, social equality, and civic pluralism, may backfire. Liberal education is indeed a paradox, being intolerant of intolerance.14 The local or regional archive introduces a politics close to the student’s own upbringing, with potential intolerances that the student holds but never had to speak for. Amidst all the other subjugations of the classroom (the power imbalance between professor and student, the weight of the entire field of rhetorical criticism against a student’s first analysis, and the need to promote a respectful environment for all students), is it really fair to introduce this additional trap? And should such archival texts be engaged if they invite another trap?15

These are, in the experience of the authors, conversations that are fundamental to the field and will go well in the context of individual discussion, once the student is invested in the work and invested in the audience of the field. We should be cognizant that classrooms structure teachers in positions of control.16 We should find and teach sympathetic texts that go against our field’s predilections. We should be wary of laying out the terms of criticism in advance. Graduate schools should be open to students who study minor local works, and the field in general could revive spaces for regional and resistive study, knowing that assimilative tendencies are strong.17 In the introduction to Rhetoric, Religion and the Civil Rights Movement, 1954–1965, Davis W. Houck and David E. Dixon argue that regional and local voices in their anthology often helped to “contextualize the national movement for a local audience.”18 Thus, faculty should design courses in a way that prioritizes local archives and calls out to discuss the politics of criticism in individual mentorship, reclaiming local archival texts as tools for understanding students’ unique local reception within national or global movements.

Students have special abilities to find unique texts in local archives, renegotiate and contest the borders of our current field, and innovate with whatever resources they have—abilities scholars often lose or temper after entering academe professionally. Students show that rhetorical critics have not only a liberal and liberalizing mission to maintain and enhance, but also agency to sustain the interrogation of local voices, even when the emancipatory political potential is low. The reading of such voices reinvigorates traditions outside of our field’s major paradigms. Exercising this kind of agency, critics can do a much better job in speaking to their communities—communities that still hold people like John C. Calhoun as a great statesman and philosopher.

Notes

1 My ambitions were very similar to the approach put forward in Ernest J. Wrage, “Public Address: A Study in Social and Intellectual History,” Quarterly Journal of Speech 33, no. 4 (1947): 451-57.


Any local texts from St. Matthews are small remnants of antebellum culture in an area that was mostly burned to the ground during William Sherman’s March and occupation through the state. The eulogy, for example, comes from a city (Orangeburg, S.C.) whose entire courthouse, archives, and records were destroyed in 1865.

The distrust of the Presidential veto came from a Jacksonian-Whig conflict, voting reforms that suggested universal suffrage, and the eloquent sectional propaganda of the Great Triumvirate: Clary, Calhoun, and Daniel Webster.


The term dates to Edwin Black’s critique and a response contained in G. P. Mohrmann and Michael C. Leff, “Lincoln at Cooper Union: A Rationale for Neo-Classical Criticism,” Quarterly Journal of Speech 60, no. 4 (December 1974): 459 - 467. Even scholars who clung to classical terminology and focused on famous speech texts (by elite male orators in the early U.S.) abandoned continuity with earlier scholarship because of these associations.


Like Kenneth Burke’s study of Hitler’s rhetoric in the 1930s, this comes with the danger of further exposure to voices some might deem better left dead and lifeless in the archive. Kenneth Burke, “The Rhetoric of Hitler's Battle.” *The Southern Review* 5 (1939): 1-21.


Edward Snowden:
Rhetorical Reasoning and Proposing Self-Names and Other-Names

Susan K. Opt

This study analyzes Edward Snowden’s rhetorical reasoning process in the PR battle to name his and the NSA’s actions in the year since the revelation of his identity. It finds that Snowden de-emphasized self-naming and emphasized other-naming in his interventional attempt to define the conversation to his advantage. By avoiding self-naming, Snowden attempted to direct the conversation away from his actions and toward the NSA by naming it specifically as a “threat.” Side effects of his reasoning strategy, such as increased public choice and increased public uncertainty, and short-term and long-term outcomes are discussed. In all, the essay argues that certain rhetorical reasoning emphases may be more advantageous than others for those doing “battle” to define the conversation in their terms. In Snowden’s case, his approach both succeeded and failed in influencing public opinion about his and the NSA’s actions.

Keywords: Edward Snowden, NSA, rhetorical reasoning, naming, intervention

Within hours of Edward Snowden’s revelation that he was the source of classified National Security Agency documents published in early June 2013 by the UK newspaper The Guardian, politicians, commentators, and news media were attempting to make sense of his actions (e.g., Baldwin, 2013; Bolling, 2013; Ellsberg, 2013; Liptak, 2013; Rushkoff, 2013; Toobin, 2013). Yet, in the year since his identity disclosure, news and online polls indicate ongoing public uncertainty about whether to support Snowden’s actions, name him a “hero,” or prosecute him. Blake (2013) comments that these poll differences “suggest that there is a very real PR battle underway when it comes to Snowden” (para. 9). Blake (2013) describes this battle as between Snowden, who is attempting to construct an image of himself as a “do-gooder,” and the U.S. government, which is attempting to portray him as a “criminal.” In all, Blake (2013) contends, “Whoever can define the conversation in their terms (and words) will have a big advantage” (para. 11). However, as this essay argues, certain approaches to defining the conversation may be more advantageous than others.

Snowden’s discourse provides an opportunity to explore how we attempt to “define a conversation” and the potential side effects from the approach used. Specifically, this essay finds that, for most of the first year after his identity revelation, Snowden refused to propose a specific name for himself, such as “hero” or “traitor.” Instead, Snowden discursively emphasized particular aspects of his actions and behaviors and relied on the public to constitute a name for him based on the qualities he highlighted. In so doing, Snowden circumvented direct
engagement with those, such as the U.S. government, who were trying to name him as a potential traitor or terrorist “threat.” Instead, he attempted to define the conversation as one about the NSA “threat” to freedom and privacy. Not until about 10 months after the initial disclosure did Snowden (2014b) finally propose a self-name—an “American.”

However, public opinion polls in 2014 reveal a continued lack of public consensus regarding how to name Snowden and consequently how to treat his actions, which suggests that this aspect of Snowden’s approach has not worked to his advantage (e.g., Dutton, DePinto, Salvanto, & Backus, 2014; Jagel, 2014; “NBC National,” 2014; “NBC News/Wall Street Journal,” 2014; “Obama’s NSA Speech,” 2014; Shonfeld, 2014; Swanson, 2014). Yet, the polls also indicate that the public has maintained its opposition to or become less supportive of the U.S. government’s surveillance actions, suggesting that Snowden’s approach to defining this aspect of conversation has been more influential (e.g., Dutton et al., 2014; Jagel, 2014; “Obama’s NSA Speech,” 2014). Analyzing Snowden’s rhetorical reasoning processes can provide clues as to why Snowden appears to be both failing and succeeding at defining the conversation to his advantage and offer insights for other change agents attempting to influence conversations.

The essay opens with a brief background on the rhetorical reasoning process and the methodological approach. Next it presents an analysis of Snowden’s rhetorical reasoning process in his PR battle to define the public conversation about the meaning of “threat.” Then it concludes by discussing factors that may be influencing Snowden’s apparent failure and success in shaping the conversation and implications of Snowden’s rhetorical reasoning approach.

The Process of Rhetorical Reasoning

The concept of “naming” is one that has attracted the attention of communication researchers in a variety of ways. In the past decade alone, researchers have analyzed the framing and metaphoric aspects of naming (e.g., Fitzsimmons, 2010; Temmerman, 2010; Trioen & Temmerman, 2009) and examined how nature and color naming shifts have influenced human behavior (Kates, 2010; Milstein, 2011; Skorinko, Kemmer, Hebl, & Lane, 2006). Others have focused on the social aspects of naming and its relationship to promoting change in stakeholder positions, among social groups, and in social spaces (e.g., Aden, Pearson & Sell, 2010; Atkins-Sayre, 2005; Chang & Holt, 2011; Engels, 2009; Galasiński & Skowronek, 2001; Levinson, 2011). More recently Bricker (2014) has explored how anti-environmental organizations named themselves to persuade the public that they support environmental sustainability and attempted to define conversations related to environmental regulations and policy. Despite the variety of naming studies, Aden et al. (2010) have noted that “relatively little attention . . . has been given to a systemic study of naming,” which they find “especially unusual within a field in which foundational works emphasize the centrality of naming” (p. 280). In addition, Bricker (2014) has pointed out the importance of analyzing the act of naming and argument by definition to reveal interveners’ attempts to influence the public’s understanding of experience through clarification or deception. This essay analyzes Snowden’s discourse using a rhetorical model that emphasizes the centrality and systemic nature of naming in attempting to influence conversations. Unlike studies that focus on the validity and ethics of naming (e.g., Bricker, 2014), this essay highlights the constitutive process of naming, or the ongoing process of transforming experience into symbols.
(Langer, 1980). Via a process of rhetorical reasoning, we propose names for experience and argue for their appropriateness in concert with others (Brown, 1972).

To highlight this process, this essay draws upon Brown’s (1978) rhetoric of social intervention (RSI) model. Although most research using the RSI model has focused on the macro-level process by which ideology, conceived of as a superordinate “name,” is constituted, maintained, and changed rhetorically (e.g., DeBord, 2009; Gring 1998; Huang, 1996; Keith, 2006; Opt, 2012; Opt, 2013; Oyelarkin, 2009; Phillips & Gring, 2009; Snyder, 2005; Snyder, 2009), this study is based on the model’s micro-level assumption that naming is the fundamental human activity (Brown, 1978). The same communication process by which we create and negotiate ideology to create a meaningful life also underlies the symbolic process by which we generate names to give meaning to specific experiences, behaviors, and entities.

The rhetorical reasoning process involves “the statement of a name,” “a statement of its appropriateness,” and “a statement of the expected or appropriate response” (Brown, 1972, p. 377). In essence, a communicator constitutes a name by stating a particular symbolic categorization for sensed and non-sensed experience, provides support for its “appropriateness” for sense-making by explaining how the entity, experience, or action being named embodies the defining or “criterial” attributes associated with the symbolic category, and concludes by indicating the “appropriate,” or expected, response or action to be taken toward the named entity (Brown, 1972; Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1965). A communicator also can reason rhetorically for the “inappropriateness” of a current or proposed name for sense-making by demonstrating how an entity, experience, or action does not embody the criterial attributes associated with the name (Brown, 1972).

Via the rhetorical reasoning process, a communicator attempts to “define the conversation” by proposing a “new” name for an unnamed experience, by maintaining a currently accepted name for experience, or by shifting from an accepted name to an alternative name (Opt & Gring, 2009). Brown (1972) has observed that “as names for an entity shift, so to some extent do the perceptions of it” (p. 371). Shifts in specific names for experience come about via a discursive pattern known as an “attention switch,” which is promoted and impeded through anomaly featuring and masking communication (Brown, 1982). When communicators rhetorically highlight attention to “gaps” in the rhetorical reasoning process for a current or proposed name’s “appropriateness” for interpreting experience, they feature attention to anomalies. They try to show how the expectancies created by the current or proposed name’s criterial attributes are not being met (Opt & Gring, 2009). Attention switches also occur when communicators propose that attention to the criterial attributes that constitute a name be redirected (Opt & Gring, 2009). In all, with an attention shift, experience itself does not change; rather a person’s definition of the experience changes (Brown, 1982).

Via the rhetorical reasoning process of constituting and shifting names, communicators attempt to influence a social system’s symbolic “reality” by defining its conversation. In general, names function rhetorically to bring a sense of clarity or order to apparent unknown, chaotic, or uncertain experience (Brown, 1972). Communicators also use names rhetorically to create transcendence by directing attention to apparent similarities among experiences or division by emphasizing apparent differences among experiences (Brown, 1972). Finally, communicators may emphasize particular names to suggest “approach” and “avoidance” responses toward experience, implying that an
action or behavior should be accepted or rejected in line with apparent societal expectancies or values (Brown, 1972).

To explore Snowden’s approach to naming, only his first-person discourse was analyzed to capture his own words and not summaries of his words. Key data sources included The Guardian web site, which posted videos and statements by Snowden; the Free Snowden web site, which offered links to numerous Snowden press interviews and statements; the TED web site, which featured Snowden’s TED talk presentation; YouTube, which had a video of Snowden’s panel participation at the SXSW conference; NBC News, which broadcast a television interview with Snowden; and articles acquired from an “Edward Snowden” key word search in the Newsbank database, which pointed to additional Snowden first-person discourse. In all, 23 video, audio, and print interview sources posted or published between June 9, 2013, and June 8, 2014, were analyzed.

As the following narrative demonstrates, for the most part, Snowden avoided promoting a particular naming of himself or his actions. Instead, Snowden reasoned rhetorically by directing attention to specific actions and behaviors, or criterial attributes, he had enacted to suggest the “inappropriateness” of the “avoidance” names (e.g., “traitor,” “criminal”) attributed to him by the U.S. government. However, Snowden seems to assume that the public would follow his reasoning and conclude that his actions demonstrated criterial attributes of names with “approach” value (e.g., “hero” or “patriot”). In addition, Snowden proposed a specific name, “threat,” and reasoned rhetorically to show that the NSA/government’s actions “fit” this symbolic category because of its apparent violations of freedom and privacy. Not until almost 10 months after Snowden’s identity was revealed did he constitute a specific self-name—“an American”—perhaps in response to the NSA/government’s attempts to define Snowden’s behavior as the “threat” by suggesting he was a “traitor” or “criminal.”

Snowden’s Rhetorical Reasoning Patterns

Snowden’s identity as the source of classified NSA documents was revealed in a print article and a video interview posted June 9, 2013, on The Guardian’s web site. The print article features excerpts from a note Snowden had written to accompany the NSA documents he gave to The Guardian (Greenwald, MacAskill, & Poitras, 2013). In the video interview, reporter Glenn Greenwald attributes to Snowden the name “whistleblower” in a question (Greenwald & Poitras, 2013a). Although Snowden fails to reject that proposed name in his reply, he never specifically calls himself a “whistleblower.” Similarly, in a few later interviews or statements, Snowden hints at a specific name for categorizing his actions, such as “whistleblower” (Snowden, 2014a; “Snowden Interview,” 2013), “U.S. government spy” (Williams, 2014), and “patriot” (Williams, 2014), by mentioning these names and their criterial attributes. Additionally, a few times he indicates specifically what he is not—for example, “hero,” (Greenwald, et al., 2013), “Chinese spy,” (Snowden, 2013a), “traitor” (“ARD,” 2014; Snowden, 2013a), and “low-level analyst” (Williams, 2014)—in the form of stating “I don’t consider myself to be [a hero]” or “if I were [a traitor]” and highlighting how his actions do not embody the criterial attributes associated with those names. However, overall, rather than proposing a specific self-name and demonstrating its “appropriateness,” Snowden invokes a rhetorical reasoning pattern that requires the public to draw its own conclusions about the “appropriate” name to use to clarify the meaning of Snowden’s actions.
Snowden’s Self-Name Rhetorical Reasoning

In the initial identity-disclosing note and interview, Snowden directs attention to two key aspects of his actions and behaviors—his motivation for releasing the documents and his sacrifice as a result of releasing the documents—to which he would repeatedly refer in future interviews and statements. Snowden’s description of these particular actions and behaviors can be viewed as criterial attributes associated with “approach” value names such as “whistleblower,” “patriot,” and “defender of democracy and freedom.” At the same time, by directing attention to these criterial attributes, Snowden rhetorically features attention to gaps in other interveners’ reasoning that “avoidance” names, such as “traitor,” “defector,” and “betrayer,” are “appropriate” for making sense of his activities. Thus, Snowden attempts to shift the audience’s attention to criterial attributes that he apparently expects the public to associate with names that promote support for his actions.

In describing his motivations for releasing the NSA documents, Snowden frequently begins by describing his own attention shift that occurred as he became aware of anomalies in his own name for the NSA (Greenwald & Poitras, 2013a, 2013b). In essence, he had categorized the agency symbolically as “a collector and analyzer of communications of potential foreign threats to U.S. democracy and freedom.” However, during his time working for the agency, he says he became aware that the agency apparently also monitored and stored non-threatening domestic communications and lied about its actions, resulting in his initial name for agency no longer making sense of experience (Williams, 2014). “I saw a lot of things that had disturbed me. We do a lot of good things in the intelligence community. . . . But there are also things that go too far” (Snowden, 2014b). As an outcome of his attention shift, Snowden says he approached others in the agency and sent emails to superiors in an attempt to direct their attention to these apparent anomalies (“Edward Snowden Responds,” 2014; Williams, 2014). When the others failed to meet his expectancy of taking action, he took on the task. “You can’t wait around for someone else to act. I had been looking for leaders, but I realised that leadership is about being the first to act” (Greenwald, et al., 2013, para. 36). Thus, in his discourse, Snowden suggests his decision to release the NSA documents was motivated by the criterial attribute of “wrongness.” He also implies that his actions embody criterial attributes associated with a “leader.” Both an awareness of “wrongness” and “leadership” in correcting the apparent “wrong” could be considered criterial attributes of “approach” names such as “whistleblower” and “patriot,” if the public makes the connection in the way Snowden apparently hopes that it will.

Furthermore, to encourage the public to conclude that proposed names such as “traitor” and “defector” are “inappropriate” symbolic categorizations of his actions, Snowden highlights how he did not enact behaviors that serve as criterial attributes of those names. For example, he received no compensation for releasing the documents. “If I were motivated by money, I could have sold these documents to any number of countries and gotten very rich,” he states (Greenwald et al., 2013, para 40). In a statement to human rights groups, Snowden (2013c) emphasizes, “I did not seek to enrich myself. I did not seek to sell U.S. secrets. I did not partner with any foreign government to guarantee my safety” (para. 5). Furthermore, he points out that his goal was not to harm individuals by releasing the documents. “I carefully evaluated every single document I disclosed to ensure that each was legitimately in the public interest” (Greenwald et al., 2013, para. 50). Thus, Snowden attempts to impede the audience’s potentiality
for reasoning that names such as “traitor” or “villain” “appropriately” fit his actions by featuring attention to the ways in which his actions fail to fulfill criterial attributes associated with those symbolic categorizations.

Besides motivation, another aspect of his behavior that Snowden frequently highlights in his discourse involves “sacrifice.” To reason rhetorically that he is enacting the criterial attributes associated with the symbolic category “sacrifice,” Snowden directs attention to his apparent losses as a result of disclosing the NSA documents. For example, in a statement given while Snowden was staying at Moscow’s Sheremetyevo airport, he points out, “A little over one month ago, I had a family, a home in paradise, and I lived in great comfort” (Snowden, 2013c, para. 1). In essence, he has given up what the public might consider to be the American dream to do what is “right” (Snowden, 2013c). In addition, Snowden suggests that the sacrifice might also involve his life, which he says he knew he was risking by disclosing NSA secrets (Greenwald & Poitras, 2013a; Snowden, 2013b; Snowden, 2013d).

In a January 2014 interview broadcast on Germany’s ARD channel, Snowden notes that several U.S. government officials “told the [Buzzfeed] reporter . . . that they wanted to murder me . . . to put a bullet in my head, to poison me as I was returning from the grocery store (“ARD,” 2014, paras. 3-4). By directing attention to his apparent sacrifices, Snowden appears to be encouraging the public to conclude that “approach” names such as “hero” and “whistleblower,” which embody “sacrifice” as a criterial attribute, are “appropriate” for clarifying his actions.

Snowden also highlights attention to the apparent reasons for his willingness to disclose information to reinforce the sacrificial nature of his actions. For example, in the note accompanying the NSA documents, Snowden writes, “I’m willing to sacrifice all of that because I can’t in good conscience allow the U.S. government to destroy privacy, internet freedom and basic liberties for people around the world with this massive surveillance machine they’re secretly building” (Greenwald et al., 2013, para. 8). In this statement and others similar to it, Snowden directs attention to how he is enacting behaviors expected of a “patriot” or “defender of freedom and democracy” without actually stating those names.

Finally, Snowden frequently emphasizes how the needs of the public outweigh his own needs, again foregrounding rhetorically criterial attributes associated with the “sacrifice” expected of a “patriot” or “whistleblower.” For example, in a September 2013 statement to the European Parliamentary Committee, Snowden explains, “[P]ublic debate is not possible without public knowledge, and in my country the cost for one in my position of returning public knowledge to public hands has been persecution and exile” (Gosztola, 2013, para. 9). Later, in a December 2013 letter to the people of Brazil, Snowden (2013d) writes, “The price for my speech was my passport, but I would pay it again: I will not be the one to ignore criminality for the sake of political comfort. I would rather be without a state than without a voice” (para. 24). In these kinds of statements, then, Snowden attempts to focus the public’s attention on how his apparent sacrifice was motivated by the need to protect freedom and democracy, to encourage the public to attend to his actions as criterial attributes that constitute “approach” names. His actions and behaviors do not constitute the “threat,” rather, those of the NSA and government do.

Snowden’s Other-Name Rhetorical Reasoning

In the identity-revealing interview, Snowden proposes the name “existential threat to democracy” for interpreting the NSA’s actions, and, by extension, the U.S. government’s actions. He features attention to criterial attributes of the NSA/government’s actions to demonstrate how the name appropriately makes sense of their actions.
Thus, although Snowden avoids proposing and reasoning for a self-name, he specifically categorizes the NSA/government’s actions symbolically. In interviews and statements, Snowden focuses attention on three expectancies or criterial attributes of a “democratic government operating with the consent of the people”—oversight, authority, and privacy. To encourage the public to agree with his reasoning that the NSA/government should be named a “threat,” Snowden directs attention to how the NSA/government’s actions fail to embody the three defining attributes of a “democracy.”

To make real the apparent lack of public oversight, Snowden frequently refers to his own abilities as an NSA contractor to demonstrate the types of information the NSA can gather without the public’s consent, thus constituting a “threat” to democracy. He “had the capability without any warrant to search for, seize, and read your communications. Anyone’s communications at any time. That is the power to change people’s fates” (Snowden, 2013c, para. 1). In an NBC News interview, Snowden describes the kinds of data that the NSA can obtain and store from people’s cell phones and computers without their knowledge or agreement (Williams, 2014). “The government has granted itself power it is not entitled to. There is no public oversight. The result is people like myself have the latitude to go further than they are allowed to,” Snowden writes in the note that accompanied the NSA documents (Greenwald et al., 2013, para. 41). By emphasizing the NSA’s apparently wide-ranging data collection, use, and storage capabilities, Snowden attempts to feature attention to ways in which the government fails to enact the public oversight criterial attribute that constitutes the symbolic category “democracy.” In so doing, Snowden reasons rhetorically that the “appropriate” name for the NSA’s actions is “threat.”

Similarly, Snowden directs attention to the ways in which the NSA’s actions apparently exemplify criterial attributes associated with the symbolic category “illegal,” to further support his reasoning that the appropriate name for the NSA is “threat” because it is ignoring the limits of its publicly granted authority. In a statement to human rights groups, Snowden (2013c) notes, “While the U.S. Constitution marks these programs as illegal, my government argues that secret court rulings, which the world is not permitted to see, somehow legitimize an illegal affair” (para. 2). In a Twitter interview, Snowden (2013a) names the NSA’s monitoring of domestic institutions such as hospitals, universities, and businesses as “nakedly, aggressively criminal acts” because such actions go beyond the NSA’s authorization to monitor foreign communication only. By emphasizing how the NSA’s actions reflect criterial attributes associated with “criminal” or “non-authorized,” Snowden attempts to reason rhetorically that the NSA’s actions are a “threat” and encourage the public to reject the NSA’s domestic surveillance actions.

Besides describing how the NSA’s domestic actions fit the symbolic category of “criminal,” Snowden also highlights the ways in which the agency has committed “illegal” foreign acts, such as monitoring the German chancellor’s communications after claiming it did not (Gellman, 2013). “Congress hasn’t declared war on the countries—the majority of them are our allies—but without asking for public permission, NSA is running network operations against them that affect millions of innocent people,” Snowden (2013a) posts in a Twitter interview. By directing attention to the ways in which the NSA has operated outside the limits of its publicly granted authority to monitor foreign communication, Snowden attempts to support his naming proposal that “threat” is an “appropriate” way to categorize the NSA’s actions symbolically.

In addition, Snowden tries to foreground how the NSA’s actions fail to enact criterial attributes associated
with “privacy,” a taken-for-granted expectancy of citizens in a social system organized by democracy. Snowden emphasizes how the apparent violation of that expectancy “threatens” the future of the social system by reducing creativity and freedom. In the note accompanying the NSA documents, Snowden writes that without privacy, “intellectual exploration and creativity” will be limited (Greenwald et al., 2013, para. 38). He links the apparent need for privacy to the apparent need for creativity to promote individual and social system success. In a statement to a European parliamentary committee on civil liberties, justice, and home affairs, Snowden claims, “The success of economies in developing nations relies increasingly on their creative output and if that success is to continue we must remember that creativity is the product of curiosity, which in turn is the product of privacy” (Gosztola, 2013, para. 7). Thus, Snowden reasons rhetorically that his stated name “threat” is an “appropriate” way for making sense of the NSA’s activities because its apparent wide-ranging information monitoring actions may hinder activities necessary to a social system’s growth and survival.

Finally, Snowden attempts to categorize “privacy” symbolically as a criterial attribute of “freedom,” which is a constitutive tenet of “democracy.” In a Christmas video broadcast in the United Kingdom, Snowden (2013e) points out how “a child born today will grow up with no conception of privacy at all.” He attempts to reason rhetorically that the lack of privacy is a “problem” because “privacy is what allows us to determine who we are and who we want to be” (Snowden, 2103e). To support this categorization of “freedom,” Snowden refers to studies that appear to indicate “human behavior changes when we know we’re being watched. Under observation, we act less free, which means we effectively are less free” (Snowden, 2014a, para. 13). In essence, he reasons that by failing to give U.S. citizens privacy, the NSA is enacting behaviors that constitute a “threat” to “freedom” and “democracy.”

**Snowden’s Transcendent Self-Name Rhetorical Reasoning**

For about 10 months after the disclosure of his identity, Snowden reasons rhetorically in a way that avoids proposing a specific name for his actions. Only once in the discourse analyzed did Snowden propose a specific name for himself. In a March 2014 TED talk, Snowden (2014b) says, “If I had to describe myself, I wouldn't use words like ‘hero.’ I wouldn't use ‘patriot,’ and I wouldn't use ‘traitor.’ I'd say I'm an American and I'm a citizen, just like everyone else.” In so doing, he offers a self-name that transcends “hero” and “patriot” and simultaneously incorporates criterial attributes associated with those symbolic categories.

However, in the remainder of the speech, Snowden fails to develop his reasoning and provide evidence that supports the “appropriateness” of the “American” and “citizen like everyone else” names for making sense of his actions. Instead, in his speech, Snowden describes actions and behaviors associated with the defining attributes of names like “hero” and “patriot” that he had foregrounded previously in speeches and interviews. Furthermore, the content of his presentation, which focused on his knowledge of the NSA’s actions and his own technological expertise, could be perceived as violating the expectancies of the symbolic category of “citizen like everyone else.” Rather than emphasizing his “sameness” with the name, his discourse may have emphasized his “differences.”
Like others in the past who have chosen to disclose government secrets, Snowden faced the rhetorical PR battle of how to garner public support for his actions and attempt to avoid public sanctioning. In essence, the battle has revolved around whom to name as “threat”—Snowden as a potential “traitor” or “terrorist” or the NSA because of its apparent violation of privacy and freedom expectancies. As the analysis indicates, Snowden’s rhetorical reasoning approach has been to de-emphasize self-naming and emphasize other-naming. In the March 2014 TED talk, Snowden offers a clue as to why he primarily has enacted this approach. “Who I am really doesn’t matter at all,” he says. “What really matters here are the issues. What really matters here is the kind of government we want, the kind of Internet we want, the kind of relationship between people and societies” (Snowden, 2014b). By not proposing a self-name, Snowden attempts to define the conversation as being about the “threat” to freedom and privacy in contrast to the NSA’s naming Snowden’s actions as a “threat” because of their apparent “traitor” or “terrorist” nature. In essence, he argues that the conversation should not be about the name of the messenger but about the message itself. Hence, his lack of self-naming may be an attempt to separate his self from the message.

Furthermore, Snowden’s approach may reflect his belief in public choices, which he argues the NSA does not respect. As he frequently indicates in his interviews and statements, he released the NSA documents to give the public a choice about whether the NSA should conduct wide-ranging information-collecting activities. In not proposing a self-name, he may be attempting to offer the public a choice about naming his actions. A side effect of this approach and perhaps an advantage is that Snowden avoids getting bogged down in confrontations with other interveners, such as the U.S. government, regarding how he should be named, which would direct the conversation toward him and away from the issues.

However, because other interveners, such as government officials, commentators, and the media, play a role in defining the conversation, Snowden must contend with their symbolic categorizations of him, which potentially influence the public’s naming of him and its acceptance of his message. Narrative research suggests that how the public names a messenger potentially influences its acceptance of the message, with the public more likely to attend to and like a message promoted by a person it has categorized as “hero” (Jones, 2014a, 2014b). Thus, on the one hand, by discursively featuring attention to his actions as criterial attributes rather than stating a name, Snowden gives the appearance of not naming himself (in line with his “who I am really doesn’t matter” statement) and of offering the public choices. On the other hand, by highlighting rhetorically certain kinds of actions as criterial attributes, Snowden indirectly proposes a self-name by prompting the public to conclude that he is a “hero,” “whistleblower” or “patriot” to encourage support for his decision to disclose the documents. In essence, he responds to the others’ interventions to categorize his actions as the “threat” by both not naming and indirectly naming.

A potential side effect and disadvantage of Snowden’s both/and reasoning approach may be increased public uncertainty about how to make sense of his actions. In addition, by attempting to focus attention on the message, Snowden may be backgrounding his own attention to a potential self-naming opportunity that might enhance the public’s acceptance of his message. The lack of consensus in news and online polls measuring the
public’s support for and response to Snowden’s actions indicates that public opinion might not be moving in the direction he might have hoped (e.g., Dutton et al., 2014; Jagel, 2014; “NBC National,” 2014; “NBC News/Wall Street Journal,” 2014; “Obama’s NSA Speech,” 2014; Shonfeld, 2014; Swanson, 2014). Thus, Snowden’s reasoning strategy may not be directing the conversation but hindering it, for without agreement on how to name Snowden, no future for him can be chosen. Although in the short term, this might seem advantageous for Snowden as the lack of a name means he avoids possible outcomes such as prosecution, in the long term, from the view of the RSI model, the U.S. public might compensate for the lack of naming agreement by either “forgetting” about Snowden to background its inability to make sense of Snowden’s actions or by Snowden supporters and opponents more ardently advocating their communication of their naming choices, or both. A May 2014 NBC national news survey reported that 27% of those surveyed said they did not know about Snowden or the leaks, suggesting that the public may be moving toward backgrounding attention to Snowden, which would limit his ability to direct the conversation if the public is failing to attend to him. Snowden’s downplaying of attention to the messenger may paradoxically be downplaying attention to his message.

Snowden’s failure to propose a self-name may also have the side effect of violating the public’s expectancies of how names typically are constituted and negotiated, as viewed from the RSI perspective (Brown, 1972, 1978). In an era in which the media, politicians, and commentators constantly propose and reason for specific names to interpret experience, the public might be unaccustomed to attending to criterial attributes and connecting the dots to constitute its own names, thus working to Snowden’s disadvantage. Snowden’s rhetorical reasoning approach also has the side effect of limiting the public’s ability to compare others’ naming proposals to his, which might also violate naming expectancies and contribute to the public’s apparent inability to negotiate a name for him. Furthermore, Snowden’s decision to briefly self-name as “American” and “average citizen” may have the side effect of increasing the public’s confusion because he failed to reason for the “appropriateness” of the names, and the public may have interpreted his speech content as contradicting expectancies associated with the names.

Snowden’s choice to define “threat” as the NSA’s actions suggests that he is attempting to shape the conversation in a way that encourages the public to reject the NSA’s actions and accept his. A potential side effect and advantage of Snowden’s approach may be a shift in the public’s attention away from who Snowden is as a person and toward the issues of freedom and privacy. Another side effect of Snowden’s stating directly a name for the NSA’s deeds is that he also may mask attention to the potential “illegality” and “criminality” of his own actions. Furthermore, the public may perceive this rhetorical reasoning approach as more effectively meeting its expectations of how conversations are defined in that Snowden provides the public with a specific name that fits an apparent cultural emphasis on “either/or” naming. Polls suggest that Snowden’s approach to reasoning rhetorically about the NSA and related issues has been working to his advantage, with the public either maintaining or increasing its disapproval of the NSA’s surveillance activities (Dutton et al., 2014; Jagel, 2014; “Obama’s NSA Speech,” 2014). Furthermore, the June 2015 passage of the USA Freedom Act, which limited the NSA’s ability to mass collect and store phone records of U.S. citizens, also indicates that the public has increased awareness of the NSA as a “threat” (Siddiqui, 2015).
Overall, the analysis of Snowden’s discourse suggests that certain rhetorical reasoning emphases may be more advantageous than others for those doing “battle” to define the conversation in their terms. But to confirm this, instances similar to Snowden’s need to be examined to see if the naming patterns and outcomes detected in this study recur. Moreover, cases in which the person at the center of public attention proposes a self-name need to be compared to this study’s findings to see how public uncertainty might be influenced. Furthermore, because of time and length limitations, this study focused only on Snowden’s first person discourse to highlight attention to the rhetorical reasoning process. Future studies should broaden the examination to see how that reasoning process is influenced in interactions among Snowden, the government, media, and other stakeholders. In addition, the findings point to another aspect of defining the conversation that needs attention—whether the rhetorical reasoning process leads to or is reflective of (or both) a social system focused on “either/or” naming as opposed to “both/and” naming. How might the conversation have been different if Snowden had proposed that he is both “hero” and “traitor?” How might attention have switched if the NSA’s activities were named as both “threatening” and “protecting” freedom and privacy? How might the PR battle be “won” if “threat” were defined as both Snowden’s and the NSA’s actions?
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No Girls Allowed: A Textual Analysis of Newspaper Coverage of the National Council of Women’s Organization’s Protest of the 2003 Masters Tournament

Mary Tucker-McLaughlin & Cindy Elmore

The National Council of Women’s Organization’s president, Martha Burk, made headlines in 2003 when she exposed the Augusta National to the global media spotlight. The famous golf club, and host of the internationally known Masters tournament, had never admitted a female member to its golf club. Using a textual analysis and frames analysis, this paper compares the local, regional, and national newspaper coverage of the National Council of Women’s Organizations’ protest at The Augusta National’s 2003 Masters Tournament. The coverage was analyzed according to four variables: location of the newspaper, Op/Ed letters and columns, the gender of the reporter covering the story, and the general discursive construction of the event. The analysis found that male reporters and the close-proximity newspaper were more likely to negatively construct the event in the articles. Ninety-four articles were analyzed in the study. Drawing on other scholarship that has explored media coverage of feminist topics, the paper discusses the implications of this negative, and patriarchal, news coverage.
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In 2012, after decades of requests by women and women’s organizations, the Augusta National Golf Club, host of “The Masters,” finally admitted its first female members. As sportswriter Christine Brennan wrote (Brennan, 2012), the opening is important for women because it “allow[s] women into the place where the old boys’ network works its million-dollar magic . . . Ask any golf-playing businessman where he has crafted a deal or two or 10, and he’ll undoubtedly say: ‘the golf course.’” Yet, this breakthrough did not come about without a long struggle by women and their equal rights supporters. In recognition of this effort, this study first describes a well-known 2003 protest against the Augusta National’s all-male policy.1 As with many public protests, this one received significant media interest.
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1The Augusta National Golf Club did not have a membership policy that specifically excluded participants on the basis of gender or race. Instead, members are personally invited. There is no application process. However, the club, up until 2012, had never invited a woman to become a member (Anderson, 2002).
In this paper, the protest background is described, followed by a review of the literature about the coverage of women and feminist issues in the news. Next, we describe our study, which drew upon textual and framing analysis in the examination of newspaper content about the protest. Lastly, we critique the newspapers’ discourse and discuss the consequences of these socially constructed ways of describing one of the last major U.S. protests for equal access for women. These findings will help to extend the understanding about how the struggle for equal opportunities for women is characterized by the news media and provide new insights into the ways journalists discursively construct this locally contentious issue with national implications.

The Protest

Dr. Martha Burk, former president of the National Council of Women’s Organizations (NCWO), took on the golf world in 2003 after reading an article in USA Today about the continued all-male members’ policy at the Augusta National Golf Club. The club is renowned for hosting what some call the most widely publicized sporting event in the world, The Masters golf tournament (Lenkiewicz, 2011; Markiewicz, 2003).

Burk spoke to the executive committee at NCWO and they agreed that a letter should be written to the Augusta National concerning its exclusion of women as members. More than 200 women’s organizations, and millions of women, belong to the NCWO, the most familiar of which is NOW or the National Organization for Women.

The Augusta National’s Masters Tournament draws thousands of reporters annually, not to mention hundreds of thousands of spectators, and TV viewers in the millions. As a world renowned private club, The Augusta National maintains a reputation for its pristine golf course and long heritage dating back to the early 1930s. It was also one of the last American golf clubs to exclude women members, despite some negative repercussions (Lenkiewicz, 2011; Shipnuck, 2004).

This paper examines the coverage of this 2003 protest by three newspapers: The Augusta Chronicle, the local paper; The Atlanta Journal Constitution, a regional newspaper; and The New York Times, a nationally distributed newspaper. This case study examines the coverage according to four variables: the geographic location of the newspaper, the published Op/Ed letters, editorials, and columns; the gender of reporters covering the story, and the discursive framing of the published pieces. Based upon our textual analysis, we sought to determine whether—and if so, how—the proximity of the newspaper to the event resulted in different editorial treatment of the NCWO protest. Secondly, we gauged whether or not male and female reporters seemed to cover this feminist protest differently. Third, we analyzed the written responses from the community, from columnists, and at times the opinion of the newspapers themselves in the Op/Ed section of each newspaper; and lastly, we analyzed the general article texts to determine if the coverage reinforced dominant gender ideologies. This analysis adds to scholarship about media coverage of political and civil rights causes that are gender focused (Terkilsden & Schnell, 1997; & Husting, 1999). Because the Augusta National Golf Club protest was led by a feminist organization, and
because the news media, especially sports departments,² are dominated by males, this analysis was particularly focused on whether or not patriarchal or feminist ideologies were reinforced in the reporting.

**News Discourse about Feminists, Feminist Issues**

Feminist scholars continue to challenge news media concerning their coverage of both feminist issues and female leaders (Bradley, 2003; Douglas, 1994; Lawless, 2009 Mendes, 2011a; Pingree & Hawkins, 1978; Sheridan, Magarey & Lilburn, 2007; Tuchman, 1978; Tuchman, 1979; van Zoonen, E.A., 1992). When feminist leaders intersect with the sports world, a primarily male venue, the resulting news coverage can underscore what is a continuing patriarchal bias in the news. Scholars have established that feminists and feminist issues have been either “symbolically annihilated” by their absence in the media or been covered in the media in such a way as to present them as inferior or the “other” (Bradley, 2003; Tuchman, 1979; see also Hustig, 1999; Deck & Salo, 2002; and Ross & Carter, 2011). The “other” signifies “outsiders” who do not fall within mainstream, predominantly white, male society or support the dominant hegemony. One form of such “othering” has been with media portrayals of feminists as “man-hating radicals out of touch with the concerns of average American women” (Bronstein, 2005, p. 783; see also van Zoonen, 1992), with a clear discursive “demarcation between ‘legitimate’ and ‘de-legitimate’ feminists, the latter being anyone who deviates from traditional feminine norms,” (Mendes, 2011c, p 483).

In her analysis of news coverage of second wave feminism, Bradley (2003) found feminists portrayed with sometimes bizarre stereotypes, with a complex feminist agenda reduced to the single issue of workplace equity. On the whole, she found the media simultaneously supported, distorted, and ignored the feminist movement (see also Mendes, 2011c). Others find feminist causes positioned as ineffective (Mendes, 2011c), feminist activism marginalized (Husting, 1999), and some of the most newsworthy women in America—the presidential first ladies—ignored, or belittled as an example of a narrow, anti-feminist and stereotypical media discourse (Beasley, 2005). Many scholars find the media has trivialized feminist messages (Chambers, Steiner, & Fleming, 2004; Lind & Salo, 2002; Rhode, 1997). Mendes (2012) writes that media narratives about Third Wave feminism, “largely serve to undercut feminism’s progress and seek to instill a sense that women have already made it, and thus further activism is unnecessary” (p. 557), or, as Bronstein (2005) terms it, feminism is portrayed as a less substantive, apolitical “Feminism Lite” (p. 788) that represents no threat to the status quo. Feminism and feminists have even been ridiculed outright (Mendes, 2011c). For example, a 1993 Newsweek column covering anti-rape activists on a college campus bore the title “Stop Whining” (Pozner, 2003). Popular conservative radio host Rush Limbaugh unabashedly refers to feminists as “FemiNazis” and even called the National Organization of Women a terrorist group (Pozner, 2003). The examples illustrate a widespread margin

Many scholars find there is a patriarchal culture in the newsroom (Beasley & Gibbons, 2003; Chambers, et al. 2004; Elmore, 2007; Robinson, 2005) that is internalized by women as embodying the

² The 2010-11 Associated Press Sports Editors’ Racial and Gender Report found that 94 percent of sports editors were men, 90 percent of assistant sports editors were men, 90 percent of columnists were men, 89 percent of reporters were men, and 84 percent of copy editors/designers were men (Mitsu Klos, D., 2013).
neutral professional norm of journalism. This culture is particularly prevalent at the sports desk, where as few as 6 percent of women occupy sports reporting positions (Mastro, Seate, Blecha, & Gallegos, 2012). Sports reporting remains a domain of white males (Mastro et al., 2012; Skirstad, 2009) where female staffers constantly face the tensions of identifying both as women and as professional journalists (Hardin & Shain, 2006). In such a location, advocating for women and women’s issues often serves only to marginalize the status of female sports journalists (Hardin & Shain, 2005).

Female journalists have long been socialized to believe that they have to adopt masculine newsroom norms if they want to get ahead (Mills, 1988, p. 238; see also, Beasley & Gibbons, 2003; Chambers, et al., 2004; Creedon, 1993; de Bruin & Ross, 2004; Gist, 1993; Hardin & Whiteside, 2009; Mills, 1997), “which may obviate any differences based on journalist gender” (Meeks, 2013, p. 59). Female sports journalists often practice “gender passivity,” hoping to assimilate in a male dominated workforce that frowns upon femininity (Claringbould & Knoppers, 2012, p. 412). In fact, Hardin posits that female sports journalists may be more career conflicted than female journalists in other departments and that “over” identification with male work ethos, or making every effort to blend in, were means of avoiding gender tensions (Hardin & Whiteside, 2009, p. 630).

At the same time, however, considerable scholarship also asserts that female journalists carry out the selection, reporting, sourcing, writing, and/or editing of news differently from their male counterparts (see, for example, Armstrong, 2004; Beasley, 1993; Bradley, 2003; Bradley, 2005; Chambers, et al., 2004; Elmore, 2008; Kahn & Goldenberg, 1991; Liebler & Smith, 1997; Meeks, 2013; Mills, 1988; Peiser, 2000; van Zoonen, 1998; Zoch & Turk, 1998). Bradley (2003), for example, writes that the increase in the number of female reporters and media executives between 1965 and 1975 seemed to be in direct correlation with increased supportive coverage of women’s issues. However, she wrote, in later years the nature of the representations of women began to reflect a growing conservatism in the U.S., and female journalists “seemed to have adopted stereotypical views of other women” (Bradley, 2003, p. 218).

Results from this study vary little from previous scholarship on feminist portrayals in the media. This is significant in that the data is from 2003, yet the analysis shows little advancement from studies done in the 1970s and 1980s. Symbolic annihilation in this instance not only appears in the representations by the newspapers of feminist discourse, but additionally seems to spread to the culture of the sports page affecting the local female journalists’ ability to fairly represent the protest in their coverage of the event, symbolically annihilating their gender as reporters (Tuchman, 1979).

**Nontraditional Media Content: Letters to the Editor**

Social protests and problems are often the topic of newspaper editorials and of “Letters to the Editor” from community members. While newspaper editors widely support the idea that their letters to the editor sections are a public forum for an all-sides debate of ideas and issues (Reader, Stempel, & Daniel, 2004; Richardson & Franklin, 2004; Wahl-Jorgensen, 2001; 2002; 2004), in reality, the section may not be the pure “public opinion barometer” (Wahl-Jorgensen, 2002, p. 122) that editors say they support. This is because the writers of such letters are more likely to be male, older, and of a higher socio-economic status.
than the general public they are purported to represent (Reader, Stempel, & Daniel, 2004; Sigelman & Walkosz, 1992; Singletary & Cowling, 1979). In addition, the editors of those sections engage in a form of gatekeeping bias in their selection of which letters to publish and which to discard (Grey & Brown, 1970; Reader & Moist, 2008; Renfro, 1979). In explaining his subjective selection criteria, one letters editor tellingly told researcher David Hill, “We publish most [letters], certainly all appropriate ones” (emphasis added) (Hill, 1981, p. 389). Editors are often partial to letters “that show [the writers’] authority through their professional or public status or by their knowledge about a certain subject, or readers that represent an institution or organization” (da Silva, 2012, p. 253). Yet, by their very selection, newspapers are signaling that the letters chosen are important. Their very publication helps to “legitimate their contents” (da Silva, 2012, p. 259). Researchers find that most letters selected for publication are about “current, controversial local issues” (Renfro, 1979, p. 825), and that most are negative or reflect views that are more extreme than that of the population at large (Kerr & Moy, 2002). Editors, in fact, acknowledge that they are disinclined to reject a letter even if it is “sexist, racist, homophobic, or generally intolerant” (Wahl-Jorgensen, 2004, p. 89). And in fact, they view “provocative letters … [as] instrumental in engendering public debate” (Wahl-Jorgensen, 2004, p. 98). After all, the letters to the editor sections are generally popular among readers (Reader & Moist, 2008; Hynds, 1991; Pounds, 2006), and influential among readers (Wahl-Jorgensen, 2004).

Newspaper Proximity as a Factor in Coverage

This study also examines news coverage of the Augusta National protest in accordance with the proximity of the newspaper to the event and how that proximity may or may not affect the stories written about the event. Journalists are routinely taught that “proximity” is one of the hallmark determinants of the newsworthiness of an event. Events that are closest in proximity to a news outlet are often more likely to be covered than far-away events. Moreover, nearby events demand fewer resources in terms of costs and time. Oliver and Maney (2000) found support for this effect in previous newspaper coverage of protests. In a separate study, Oliver and Myers (1999) noted that close proximity may predispose journalists and news organizations to handle the news in a certain way. The authors observed that protest movements that have “an organizational sponsor with positive ties to the news media” can “fare rather well in local news coverage” (Oliver & Myers, 1999, p. 77). In his 2010 study, Castello explored “conditioning factors” that have implications for the coverage of events and organizations within close proximity to media outlets (Castello, 2010, p. 475). Castello found that proximity had a direct relationship with the positive framing of stories about local organizations. Qualitative interviews with the journalists identified a common fear about negative reporting on those organizations with considerable community influence. Journalists expressed that they were “careful” in reporting negative stories because of the economic repercussions to the communities that depend on these organizations. The Augusta National and its Masters tournament represent a considerable economic influence in the local Augusta, Georgia community. Local journalists may have experienced similar concerns about negatively reporting issues in regards to the golf club (Castello, 2010).
In the present study, the owner of the local *Augusta Chronicle* newspaper was at the time of the protests a member of the Augusta National Golf Club, a powerful affiliation that may mean coverage in the local paper is different from that of less-affiliated regional and national papers. Martha Burk and her organizational supporters, however, were not local to Augusta. Oliver and Myers (1999) point out that “independent tabulations of protest events against which to compare the media record are extraordinarily rare” (p. 39). By studying the Augusta National protest, this case study can help to shed light on the proximity effect of newspapers with regard to the coverage of a feminist issue.

**Method and Analysis**

This study looked at the coverage of the NCWO protest by three separate newspapers: *The Augusta Chronicle*, a local newspaper; *The Atlanta Journal Constitution*, a regional newspaper; and *The New York Times*, a national newspaper. Articles were located using a keyword search in the Lexus-Nexus academic database, using the terms “Augusta National” and “Martha Burk” together. All articles about the NCWO protest published in the newspapers between March 1, 2003 and May 30, 2003, the two-month time period surrounding the protest, were examined. This particular period was chosen for analysis because of the concentration of news coverage by all publications during the two month time frame. The sample size was limited to 94 pieces, because of the demanding process of qualitative textual analysis.

All 94 pieces, including news stories, sports stories, guest columns, editorials, letters to the editor, and “rants”

3 Rants are similar to the letters to the editors section but are limited in word count and are anonymous. These sections offer the opportunity for community members to submit opinions about issues with which they disagree. Some publishers consider these sections in conjunction with “letters to the editor” as a “safety valve” for upset community members (Hynds, 1992).

Published during that time frame were examined. Using an index of questions to determine bias, the published pieces were coded on the basis of location, reporter gender, support or non-support for the protest, and type of published piece, and then were analyzed using basic descriptive statistics. After close readings, pieces were determined to have a negative tone if they manifestly contained language that supported the Augusta National or contained language that disparaged Burk, her organization, the protest, or the notion that the Augusta National should admit women. Pieces were deemed as neutral if they included a fair number of statements from both parties and the language in the article was of a neutral and not negative or supportive nature. Articles that appeared to support the NCWO contained language supportive of the organization’s stance on the membership policy or contained negative language towards the Augusta National. Simple frequencies were tabulated to illustrate patterns.
Table 1: Types and Number of Published Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>NYT</th>
<th>NYT%</th>
<th>AJC</th>
<th>AJC%</th>
<th>Chronicle</th>
<th>Chronicle%</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>News Stories</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28.57%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Op/Ed including “Letters to the Editor”, Guest Columns, Editorials, Sports Editorial and Rants and Raves</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>57.14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports pieces</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14.28%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NYT refers to *The New York Times*; AJC refers to the *Atlanta Journal Constitution*; and Chronicle is an abbreviation for *The Augusta Chronicle*.

*Table 1* details the three newspapers’ coverage in general terms. Of all the newspapers, *The Atlanta Journal and Constitution* (AJC) had the highest number of pieces covering the event, 39 in all. That’s four more pieces than appeared in *The Augusta Chronicle* (*the Chronicle*), which ran 35 pieces, over 57% of which were letters to the editor, editorials, rants, and guest columns. As expected, *The New York Times*, as a national newspaper far distant from the event, published far fewer than the others, 20 pieces. Even so, 20 articles or letters about a single far-off issue within a two-month time frame in *The New York Times* indicated a relatively high level of interest in the NWCO protest.

Table 2: Support/non-support of Protest Reflected in Published Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone of Pieces</th>
<th>NYT</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>AJC</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Chronicle</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Total publications</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supported Augusta National Supported Martha Burk</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Among the three newspapers overall, only 10% of all pieces expressed clear support for the feminists in their protest against the Augusta National (see Table 2). *The Augusta Chronicle* news and sports coverage was much less supportive, with 60% of the articles supporting the Augusta National in its male-only membership, while 40% appeared to be neutral and none of the articles expressed clear support for Burk and the NCWO. More than 54% of the pieces published among the three papers overtly supported the antifeminist policies at the Augusta National.

### Table 2A: Analysis of Tone of News and Sports Coverage, *The Augusta Chronicle*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Augusta Chronicle</th>
<th>pos</th>
<th>neg</th>
<th>neu</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sports/news</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6 (60%)</td>
<td>4 (40%)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 (60%)</td>
<td>2 (40%)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9 (60%)</td>
<td>6 (40%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One way that the media marginalizes feminists and other civil rights causes is to discredit them either through emotive language or by underrepresentation, according to Tuchman (1979). Emotional language or personal put-downs can be found throughout the text of all the articles that were critical of the protest. For example, the Chronicle’s Scott Michaux uses both demanding and sarcastic language to reaffirm the dominant power of male club leaders and to discredit the feminist protesters as a bothersome distraction:

The sooner Burk and her cronies withdraw from the debate, the sooner the club might consider change. As for Johnson’s prospects for longevity as the club’s chairman, the 72-year old isn’t backing down. “You’re not going to get rid of me anytime soon,” he said. Let’s hope the same can’t be said of Burk’s crusade. (Michaux, 2003)

An article in the sports section of *The Atlanta Journal Constitution* began this way: “From Martha Burk and Jesse Jackson to the Ku Klux Klan and Insanely Queer, everybody wants to be heard at this year’s Masters Tournament in April…” (Markiewicz, 2003, 6C). This lead rhetorically attaches feminist and minority organizations together with the Ku Klux Klan, implying they are equivalent and similarly motivated. If indeed “everybody” wanted to be heard, why are the comparison entities mostly out of the mainstream? Perhaps because all three of the entities mentioned as being at one with Martha Burk are references to “others” – an African-American civil rights leader, a delegitimized white racist group, and, presumably, a gay rights group, although the article never defines “Insanely Queer” -- all are positioned as being outside of the mainstream.
According to Tuchman, the content of quotes can bias the reader (Tuchman, 1972), and reporters always have the choice of whose and which quotes to include and whose to leave out of their articles. As a result, for instance, if two-thirds of the quotes selected for inclusion in an article represent the NCWO’s cause, then the reader may be influenced to disapprove of the Augusta National. However, according to the accepted standards of journalistic fairness, prickly quotes that make interesting reading need to be balanced with quotes supporting the other side of an issue. Oftentimes, however, the quotes from the NCWO were professional in nature, while those opposing Dr. Burk took on an *ad hominem* style of argumentation, tossing barbs at the protesters and not addressing the issues they were there to draw attention to. Although some barbs were tossed at the Augusta National for its membership rules, the majority were aimed at the NCWO and its opposition to the all-male membership policy. The public relations director for Augusta National was quoted by the Sports Editor of *The Augusta Chronicle* at the end of an article saying, “The fact is that Ms. Burk has waged her dubious campaign from the start with threats and insults and mockery,” Greenspan said. “She has persisted for months now, though the public clearly believes that this is not among the serious, pressing issues facing the country” (Boyette, 2003).

Some passages, such as this one from the April 13, 2003, Sunday edition of *The New York Times* sports page, positioned Burk as weak and unprepared to face the Augusta National’s publicity machine. Defying the AP Style conventions of newspapers, the female columnist refers to Ms. Burk as Martha, instead of referring to her as Burk, the journalistic norm. The writer wrote:

In a scene that was one Incredible Shrinking Head short of a carnival, polished cars shone like hard candy under the sun, parked in rows to divide the protest freaks (the KuKlux Klan’s pro-Hootie contingent of one), from the protest meek (the two dozen Martha Assembled for change). (Roberts, 2003)

**Table 3: Analysis of Guest Columns and Letters to the Editor, Rants and Editorials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Editorial Section Comparison</th>
<th>NYT %</th>
<th>AJC %</th>
<th>Chronicle %</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Letters/columns supporting Burk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters/Columns supporting Augusta National</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters/Columns that are neutral</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If news stories are subtle in their support or non support of an issue (i.e. including more negative or positive language or quotes) towards either side, the editorial page can be assertively biased by its very nature as an opinion page. Fifty-seven percent of the *Chronicle’s* published pieces about the protest appeared on the Op/Ed page, while only 5% of the *AJC’s* coverage came from Op/Ed columns and “Letters to the Editor.” The *NYT* ran four “Letters to the Editor” about the protest during this time frame. Of the letters and columns published in the *Chronicle, 88% supported the Augusta National and its male-only
policies. The Chronicle’s letters to the editors were particularly barbed, and at times even questioned whether the protest was “legitimately” about women’s rights. One letter writer wrote:

When it comes to the issue of a woman member at the Augusta National Golf Club, National Council of Women’s Organizations Chairwoman Martha Burk is a leech sucking the blood out of the legitimate discussion of gender inequity. (Hagerty, 2003)

The fact that the majority of the pieces in the editorial section in the Chronicle were negative in tone is perhaps not surprising. Given that the editorial page is a reflection of the subjectivity of the newspaper’s managers, those managers have the right to pick and choose what “Letters to the Editor” and guest columns they deem worthy. While some newspapers have policies for printing letters to the editor, these policies are often vague in nature (Hill, 1981). It should be noted that The Augusta Chronicle is owned by Morris Communications, which is owned by Billy Morris, an economic force in Augusta as well an active member and public supporter of the Augusta National (Bamberger, 1999). Michael Bamberger, reporter for Sports Illustrated, examined the relationship between The Augusta National and local media, including the Chronicle, in an article on April 5, 1999:

The Chronicle's coverage of the Masters is so positive and so pervasive it cannot help but influence the national and international coverage of the event. Today, when so much sports writing in daily newspapers has become caustic, the coverage of the Masters in The Chronicle remains buoyant. So is the coverage, it so happens, most everywhere else. (p.1)

One such example of “buoyant” coverage in support of the Augusta National came from Scott Michaux, a Chronicle sports writer, who wrote:

There you have it. On the issue of female members at the Augusta National Golf Club, Johnson was as clear as a Masters crystal. When the club invites a female member, it will be its decision and its alone. Thank you for your interest. Now please enjoy your little protest; we have a tournament to hold here… (Michaux, 2003, M05)

“There you have it” and “clear as a Masters crystal” are dismissive phrases that position the protesters’ argument as having already been settled. The phrase, “little protest,” belittles the NCWO’s action, implying that the cause was “little” as well, and should be dismissed while power remains in the hands of men—the men deciding the issue—leaving the status quo to continue unchanged.

The first two words of one guest column in the AJC written by a former Chronicle editorial page editor matter-of-factly labels Burk as a “feminist harpy.” He then describes how the NCWO and Jesse Jackson had proposed legislation that would prevent private clubs from discriminating on the basis of gender or race. He followed that discussion with the comment, “This is the same old liberal party line that always underscores victimhood. The phony ‘victims’ in this case are women who can’t join one of the world’s most exclusive all-male private clubs” (Kent, 2003, 19A). “Liberal” has long become viewed as a pejorative label, even among those on the political left (Kenix, 2009; Eisinger, Veenstra, & Koehn, 2007). The statement also positions the women as merely jealous of a privilege that only a few “others”
have earned. “Private” asserts the stance that the membership issue is simply a local, singular condition without any larger implications.

Across the state in Atlanta, a guest column in the AJC took a similar tack:

Why did Burk select the Masters for this proverbial ‘bra-burning’? Follow the money. Augusta National generates the kind of media attention that is the lifeblood of political activists—on both ends of the political spectrum. Publicity ‘galvanizes’ the core membership. It gets their checkbooks out, which equates to cold, hard cash contributions. That reality is the slimy underbelly of this ‘protest.’ (Parks, 2003, 19A)
The “bra-burning” is clearly antifeminist code language, even though “bra-burning” never actually happened as an organized protest action during the women’s movement (Bradley, 2003). The column bluntly dismisses the legitimate reasons for the Augusta National protest—a word that is itself highlighted in quotation marks and derided as “slimy”—and accuses the NCWO of creating a staged event solely to generate donations to sustain the organization.

Only two pieces appeared on the editorial page of the AJC; one was a guest column and the other a letter to the editor, and both supported the Augusta National. The “Letters to the Editor” that ran in The New York Times were divided in their opinion. Two of the letters supported the feminist cause and two of them were in support of the Augusta National, an example of letter-selection gatekeeping that was fair to both sides.

What then of the many responses from the Augusta community? Did at least the women in the readership feel comfortable coming forth with their support? Only a few letters to the editor published in The Augusta Chronicle were written by women, and 100% of them opposed the NCWO’s protest of the Augusta National. One woman sarcastically wrote, “. . . in Ms. Burk’s effort to make a name for herself, she has taken food out of our children’s mouths and clothing off of our backs. Augusta women thank you” (Cox, 2003, A05). The collective nature of the writer’s phrasing—our children, our backs—implies that she writes for all Augusta women, effectively silencing those women in the community who might agree with the protest. Another woman wrote, “. . .only in my dreams would I see a token millionaire female being admitted to the Augusta National” (Thomas, 2003, A04). Both of these letters reflect patriarchal views surrounding the protest. The status quo had clear economic benefits to Augusta businesses and citizens, and in the lead-up to the protest, the NCWO had been pressuring corporate sponsors to drop their support of the Masters tournament because of the exclusion of women from club membership. The phrase, “token millionaire female,” implies that only wealth and singularity would get a woman into the club’s ranks, and even then, only one woman.

This research also addressed whether the gender of the reporter made any difference in terms of support for this feminist cause. The results, however, were inconclusive. Of the articles penned by male reporters at The Augusta Chronicle, 5% supported the feminist cause, and 71% of the Chronicle’s female-authored pieces had a negative tone towards the NCWO. No female reporters or contributors at the Chronicle provided supportive coverage of the feminist protest.
Table 4: Gender and Tone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>NYT</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>AJC</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Chronicle</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of supportive articles by female reporters and contributors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of supportive articles by male reporters and contributors</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of neutral articles by female reporters and contributors</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of neutral articles by male reporters and contributors</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of negative articles by Female reporters and contributors</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of negative articles by male reporters and contributors</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In this table supportive refers to supporting the NCWO, negative refers to opposition to the NCWO. Percentages are calculated on the number of pieces by each gender in each newspaper, not the articles in their entirety.

The *Atlanta Journal Constitution*'s female reporters presented this feminist issue in a positive light, educating their readers about the issues surrounding the event and describing the all-male policy. At the *NYT*, 25% of the female-contributed stories supported the NCWO and 75% remained neutral, with none of the female contributed stories being negative. Interestingly 23% of the *Times*' male contributed pieces were also supportive of the NCWO, 38% were neutral, and 23% were negative.

Tables 1 through 4 indicate that the farther from the Augusta National the newspaper, the more support was given to the NCWO and the less to the male-only golf club. In Augusta, the newspaper appears to be influenced by local politics as well as possibly by the financial boom that is created by Masters Week advertisers. *The New York Times*, on the other hand, showed a reporting style that was more fair and balanced.

**Discussion**

This analysis of three newspapers' coverage of the 2003 NCWO protest in Augusta, Georgia, finds much of it was negative and dismissive in tone toward this feminist cause. Rather than representing the two “sides” in a fair and balanced manner, the coverage—on the whole—continued a theme long established in scholarship about media attention to feminists and feminism. Many articles focused on the individual conflict between “sides,” rather than on the issue of equal access for women to an organization.
that has historically represented male power, privilege, and hegemony. The focus and importance of the protest to larger political and structural forces that marginalize women were largely absent. Instead, the message was that Martha Burk was hungry for publicity or donations to the NCWO, that she and her supporters were jealous of a privilege they had not earned, or that she took “food from the mouths of children” with a protest that had the potential to urge sponsorship away from the tournament. Much of the language chosen dismissed the movement, and Burk, and sought to put her “back in her place,” with name calling or trivializing labels such as the mere “Martha”, as if she was a child, never disclosing the fact that Burk has a Ph.D. Much of the negative coverage also implied that this leading feminist was an “other,” representative of only a small, out-of-the-mainstream minority, much like the Ku Klux Klan or Insanely Queer, two groups with which she was described as being in league. The placement of most articles in the sports section also categorized the protest as just another distraction or form of play activity—as sports are—and not to be taken as seriously as the articles in the news section would be. In fact, positioning articles about the protest on the sports pages marginalized the NCWO grievance in its entirety, as if it was about nothing more than women getting to play golf, rather than about equal access to locations of power.

Secondly, the editing of the Op/Ed section of the newspaper also supported the privileging of a status quo that benefitted males and disadvantaged females. Even if the submitted letters to the editor bend dramatically toward one side or another, newspaper editorial staffs can balance out those opinions by requesting a guest column that represents the other side. Many newspapers take such actions in an effort to balance the editorial page with both sides of a cause. It is essential to the public that the editorial page attempts to represent marginalized groups in good faith as well as it does for the mainstream, because many readers are not aware of the gatekeeping bias, and because the very selection of letters and guest columns gives them legitimacy. Research has found that appropriate news organization policy can result in more fairness and balance (Cooper, Knotts, & Haspel, 2009; Hill, 1981; Hynds, 1992), but such policies are not always in place.

The third theme explored the coverage according to the differing geographic locations of each newspaper. In this case study, it was clear that the proximity of the newspaper to the protest and to the adjoining Masters tournament influenced the coverage, both on the editorial page and in news and sports stories. The Augusta Chronicle’s overwhelmingly negative position towards the protest compared to The New York Times’ more positive position tells a tale of local financial and political influence in preserving the status quo and its beneficiaries. The finding also suggests that scholarly analyses of the national press may be missing important patterns and pressures unique to local or regional news organizations—especially given that gender staffing diversity increases in tandem with the size of newspapers (Hardin & Whiteside, 2006). While small, these news outlets are nevertheless widespread and influential among their many combined readers. As a result, the discoveries here provide an important window into how local and regional newspapers cover women’s sport controversies.

The last question examined whether the gender of the reporter influenced the overall gender ideological tone of the stories. In exploring this variable, the study cannot conclude that female reporters
supported this feminist issue based on their gender—but only because of the *Augusta Chronicle*. While female reporters at the *Chronicle* presented the protest as a negative issue, female reporters from the *Atlanta Journal Constitution* and *The New York Times* wrote articles in support of the feminist cause or remained neutral. In this story, it appears that the reporters’ geographic location may have played more of a role than their gender did in terms of journalistic support for the NCWO. Not only would it have been difficult for the women journalists in Augusta to face down the overwhelming local financial pressure to support the status quo, but like all women in sports journalism, they also most likely confronted the long established gender challenges of having to support entrenched male hegemonic values. Advocating for women could label them as deviant in a male dominated environment.

In newspaper journalism it is well known that jobs at larger-circulation newspapers are more competitive to get than those at small, often entry-level papers such as the *Augusta Chronicle*. That might have given the female journalists at the *New York Times* and even Atlanta *Journal-Constitution* the additional professional clout needed to better support this feminist protest in print.

Overall, the newspaper discourse that emerged from the NCWO’s protest for gender equality largely legitimized the continued claims for male privilege. Morality was mostly framed as lying with the status quo and dominant power structure. Moreover, the NCWO protest was primarily depicted as a disruption that would result in costs and repercussions to the women of Augusta, rather than as a benefit to gender equality. As for Burk, she was frequently belittled or ridiculed, often in very personal ways, which is a common method of distracting attention away from the issues her movement raised. When more than 50% of the news and sports articles are negative towards the NCWO and when 100% of the pieces appearing in one newspaper’s (the AJC) editorial page are vehemently opposed to this feminist cause, then readers are not receiving balanced coverage, and the larger ramifications for women’s equality and access are silenced.

Eight years after the NCWO protest, *USA Today*’s Brennan (2012) provided a succinct notion as to why the Augusta National Golf Club finally opened its doors to women. Calling it “capitalism trumping altruism,” Brennan attributed the famed golf club’s change of face to the sport’s sudden “hemorrhaging [of] participants” and needing to offer a friendlier face to women in order to attract an untapped demographic that would allow it to remain viable. In 2003, the news coverage largely reflected the view that women were neither wanted nor needed.
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Engaging Appalachia: Digital Literacies, Mobile Media, and a Sense of Place

Mark Nunes

Courses: Media & Society, Social Media Strategies, Intro to New Media
Objectives: To provide students with an opportunity to explore the intersection of digital and civic engagement through project-based learning; to develop digital literacy skills through critical media practices.

Rationale

While it has become a commonplace of sorts to assume that students who have grown up in a period of widespread access to web-based resources and mobile devices will have well-developed digital literacy skills, a growing body of knowledge would seem to suggest that so-called “digital natives” are by no means generationally united in their ability to critically engage in new media practices (Selwyn, 2009; Davies, Halford, & Gibbins, 2012). To compound matters, our classroom practices often tend to stress the importance of critical thinking as it applies to reading the media, with less emphasis on producing media objects. But as Jenkins (2006) notes, “Just as we would not traditionally assume that someone is literate if they can read but not write, we should not assume that someone possesses media literacy if they can consume but not express themselves” (p. 170).

Project-based learning provides an opportunity for students to produce media objects as a means of reflecting upon theoretical concepts. As Thomas (2000) notes, in project-based learning, “projects are central, not peripheral to the curriculum” (p. 3); in addition, the projects should enable students to explore critical course learning outcomes through an application of these concepts to “authentic (not simulated) problems or questions” (p. 4). Lee, Blackwell, Drake, & Moran (2014) note that while project-based learning has become fairly well-established in K-12 reform, higher education has been slower in adopting project-based methodologies, even though an emphasis on experiential learning, and a liberal education model informed by the related, Deweyian concept of problem-based learning, are by no means novel concepts on college campuses.

Courses that explore the impact of social media on culture and society provide an excellent opportunity for project-based learning. Rather than merely discussing concepts, or exploring case studies, students can apply these concepts to their everyday environments beyond the classroom. The activity described below was used in an interdisciplinary class on mobile storytelling, in which students explored the affordances and constraints of mobile media, with a particular eye toward story and narrative. Through its focus on the location-aware aspects of mobile media, the course also explored the role of digital media in creating and sustaining a sense of place. This activity, and all of the other projects in this course, required students to critically engage in the region in which they found themselves going to school—Southern Appalachia.

Mark Nunes is professor of interdisciplinary studies and chair, department of cultural, gender, and global studies Appalachian State University. Correspondence to: Mark Nunes, Department of Cultural, Gender, and Global Studies, Appalachian State University, Boone, NC, 28608, USA. Email: nunesm@appstate.edu
This final rationale is indeed site-specific, but with implications that are relevant to other regions and other institutions in the Carolinas, and in fact across the country. Appalachian State University was founded by the Dougherty brothers in 1899 as Watauga Academy to serve school age youth in the mountainous “lost provinces” of Western North Carolina (Mitchem, 2014). Shortly thereafter, the Academy became a state school, specifically to serve the region and to train teachers to serve the public schools in the region. The school grew considerably over the years, and with that growth came a broadening of mission, to the point where in 1967 it became a comprehensive university, and in 1971 became a part of the UNC System. That growth also led to a significant shift in its student demographics as well, such that by 1976, only 22.6% of students came from Watauga County and surrounding counties in Western North Carolina (Office of Institutional and Academic Research, 1977). By fall, 2014, that number was 18.6% (Office of Institutional Research, Assessment, and Planning, 2015). In short: most Appalachian State students are outsiders to Appalachia--drawn to the region for a number of reasons, no doubt, but outsiders nonetheless. While this institutional history served as a backdrop for my students throughout the course, as they attempted to develop a more nuanced sense of place beyond the walls of their campus, the regional engagement that provides a context for this project-based digital literacy activity is certainly generalizable to many other campuses and many other regions.

Activity

While the project described below can occur as a stand-alone activity, it is worth noting that it took part within a larger framework of a course devoted to an exploration of what Farman (2014) and others have described as site-specific writing and mobile storytelling. Much of the writing and media production in the class called upon students to think about site-specific writing, what it meant to “write place,” and how place expresses itself in image, word, and daily experience. The course asked them to engage Appalachia as a region--defined by the Appalachian Regional Commission in its own way, but also defined by a number of other cultural, geographic, and economic boundaries as a construct, and one often imposed from outside of the region, rife with positive and negative stereotypes.

Needless to say, even as a stand-alone activity, this exercise in project-based learning involves a commitment of more than one class period, plus additional, out-of class activity on the part of students. Within the context of the mobile storytelling course, students spent three class periods over three weeks on this project: the first to orient to the mobile app and website, and to discuss ideas for the project; the second as an out-of-class “content development day”; and the final session to discuss the completed project.

Preparation

Students will need to become familiar with a photo-sharing application called Trover (http://www.trover.com), a smartphone app that runs on both Android and iOS mobile devices. They will also need to create a free Trover account. While there are many photo-sharing social media sites and mobile apps, some of which students may already use in their daily media practices, Trover’s design makes it a particularly useful app for this project. Users can search photos by hashtag, and the app will present these tagged images as a cluster of photographs, arranged by
proximity to the user’s physical location. The app also provides users with a map interface, which will display all
photograph locations as pinpoints on a map. Finally, Trover does not limit the length of texts that users can add as
annotation to any given photograph. While designed for photo upload from a mobile device, Trover also allows for
geo-tagging and image uploading from a web interface as well. This functionality allowed all students to participate,
even if they did not have access to a smartphone.

Planning
Throughout the course, we made heavy use of the metaphors of “hauntings” and “echoes” to try to conceptualize the
affective, evocative elements of place memory and its ability to call forth what is still present, but no longer here.
Students discussed their own understanding of Appalachia as a region and were called upon to question and explore
their own assumptions. We discussed media images of the region, with particular attention to what Williams (2002)
refers to as the binary stereotypes of “the quaint and stalwart mountaineer” and the “ignorant and impoverished
hillbilly” (p. 199). We also discussed the varying cultural constructions of Appalachia as a place of natural beauty,
door recreation, and tourism—as well as a base for extractive economies, environmental damage, and social
depression.

Students then decided on a thematic focus for their photographs. The only restriction on content was that
each photograph should in some way provide a visual commentary that spoke to some aspect of the region—an
“Appalachian echo.” Students shared their ideas and gave each other feedback in class and on a discussion board
through our course management system.

Image Gathering
Students uploaded at least five photographs from anywhere in the county. Students needed to note the location of
each photograph, either through the GPS-enabled features of the mobile app, or by indicating the location on the
map interface on the Trover website.

Students also provided text to accompany each photograph. The amount of text could vary, but in total,
students needed to produce around 500 words total for all five photographs. The goal was to produce text
appropriate to the affordances of a smartphone screen—in other words, blocks of text that involved little or no
scrolling. The text provided students with an opportunity to reflect in words what they had tried to capture in image.
The final step required students to tag the image with #appalachianechoes. The result of their collaboration created a
constellation narrative on Trover—a collection of like-tagged reflections on Appalachia as a landscape, a region, and
a cultural construct.

In order to make this assignment seem even more like a media project intended for a public audience, rather
than merely a classroom exercise, I opted to participate as well, contributing my own five images and accompanying
text. I would encourage other instructors to do the same.

Discussion
After completing their uploads, students then explored the project as a whole—again, either using the mobile app or
the web interface. Students were encouraged to use the map interface as well to experience not only the image on
their mobile devices, but also the location in which the photo was taken. They discussed the networked, multifaceted
narrative that developed from the collection of photographs and accompanying text. Students reflected on their own
practice—the process of deciding what theme they wished to explore, as well as which images they would capture to express this perspective on the region. Students also reflected on the interface design for Trover, noting both its affordances and its constraints as a social media application.

Debriefing
Students responded positively to the assignment. In giving them an opportunity to move their studies beyond the classroom, they had a chance to explore their region in a direct fashion through the use of mobile media. At the same time, they were able to recognize that every photograph reveals not only the image captured, but also the eye and the hand that pointed the camera (or cellphone, as the case may be). They commented on their own growing awareness of place, and the impact of Trover’s location-aware features in creating a constellation narrative of Southern Appalachia, as seen through their eyes.

Appraisal
While this project offers a number of opportunities for students to gain both media literacy skills and a greater sense of local engagement, it does have some limitations. First, of course, is the issue of access to mobile devices or digital cameras. Given that Trover allows for a web-based upload of photographs, a student without a smartphone could still participate, but not without borrowing a camera from our university library’s digital equipment check-out service (or, more likely than not, from a classmate or a friend). Another limitation of the project involved, ironically enough, mobility. Nearly half of the class did not have easy access to transportation other than by foot, bike, or public transportation. As a result, many of the images did tend to cluster around campus. Some students, however, did make an effort to move well beyond their normal circles, in effect using the project as a means of becoming more engaged in their local environment.

Finally, we should remain mindful that this project runs the risk of functioning as yet another representation of Appalachia from the outside, one that harvests raw material for cultural export, into the classroom and onto the web. Greater community involvement through partnerships with local cultural organizations and heritage groups would help mitigate this risk.

Even with these limitations, however, a majority of students found the project engaging and informative—and to some degree transformative in helping them see their region differently. In addition, while individual student engagement varied, many students seemed to gain a better sense of the affordances of mobile devices and social media platforms for creating a coherent, yet multi-faceted sense of place.

Writing on urban preservation, Hayden (1997) reflects on how “place memory” can operate as a site-specific trigger to activate the stories and histories of everyday life embedded within a city. She writes, “While a single, preserved historic place may trigger potent memories, networks of such places begin to reconnect social memory on the urban scale…. People invest places with social and cultural meaning, and urban landscape history can provide a framework for connecting those meanings into contemporary urban life” (p. 78). The project described here offers a similar opportunity to mark multiple place memories within a network through critical media practices. This sort of project-based learning activity provides an opportunity for students to engage in their region at a level
that is often absent, either because the student is not native to the region, or as is equally likely, is indeed native to the region but has not been given the opportunity to explore, both critically and productively, the hauntings and echoes that define place. Providing students with this sort of active engagement in new media practices, while at the same time encouraging them to think critically about these media practices and their increasingly important role in society, offers a truly dynamic example of digital literacies played out at the intersection of theory and practice.
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Assessing Conflict Management Through Self-Authored Student Mediation Role-Plays in the Basic Course

Andrew W. Cole

**Courses:** Basic Course, Introduction to Communication, Fundamentals of Human Communication, Interpersonal Communication, Introduction to Conflict Resolution.

**Objective:** In this summative course assessment, students demonstrate competency in using effective verbal and nonverbal communication; recognizing causes of interpersonal conflicts; applying conflict management strategies; and recognizing the influence of perception on communication.

**Introduction and Theoretical Background**

At some point in their post-college careers, students will find themselves in workplace conflict. Practicing communication skills and applying conflict management strategies in class assignments, as well as receiving peer and instructor feedback on these practices, can assist students in proactively and productively addressing future workplace conflicts when they arise. The self-authored mediation role-play (SAMRP) assignment detailed in this article requires students to identify, develop, perform, and reflect on potential workplace conflict scenarios. In completing the SAMRP, students must demonstrate productive means to address interpersonal conflicts in the workplace, and to reflect on how they approach conflict in these unique relationships.

The core goal of the SAMRP is for students to better understand how individuals can perceive the same conflict scenario differently. Often individuals see conflict scenarios as having a “winner” and a “loser.” However, in such a view of conflict, few individuals would be apt to view themselves on the “losing side.” Therefore, the notion of conflict framing can assist students in realizing that conflict is not win-lose. Conflict framing can generally be described as the idea that the influence of a message depends on how the message is both packaged, by the message sender, and interpreted, by the message receiver. Cognitive linguist George Lakoff (2004) suggests that frames serve as structures through which individuals process messages. An internal frame represents a “cognitive frame” through which a message receiver processes new messages. An external frame represents a “rhetorical frame” concerning how a message sender crafts the language of a message to fulfill a particular purpose. Both types of frames aid in understanding how individuals respond to conflict scenarios. Typically, individuals readily accept newly received information consistent with a previously established perception (e.g., the cognitive frame). Such information further reinforces already established beliefs concerning the topic or situation. The integration of new, supporting information as a means to reinforce previously established beliefs also results in what Peter Coleman (2006), of the International Center for Cooperation and Conflict Resolution, refers to as a “positive feedback loop.”
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Frames are an important aspect of understanding conflict but equally important is understanding how destructive conflict “spirals” (see Folger, Baruch Bush, & Della Noce, 2010). As conflict spirals, disputants typically focus their efforts more and more on supporting their original positions instead of engaging the complexities of the situation. Simplifying the issues at hand, and focusing efforts on reaffirming positions, produces what Coleman (2006) refers to as “a more homogenous and polarized view of the ingroup and outgroup” (p. 330). Such thinking supports the notion that each conflict has a winner and a loser. Further, polarization increases the amount of “positive feedback loops,” reaffirming conflicting individuals’ already held beliefs. To Coleman, reduced attention given to the multidimensionality of conflict scenarios disrupts a necessary balance between positive feedback loops, and “negative feedback loops,” where alternative information can disrupt the established patterns of thought and behaviors, causing conflicts to further spiral.

According to Lakoff (2004), newly received information inconsistent with an established cognitive frame may “bounce off” (e.g., fail to be processed). Information that is not processed cannot contribute to an individual’s understanding of a “hot button” topic or conflict situation in a meaningful way. Therefore, Lakoff suggests that the most effective frames are highly inclusive frames that offer a higher level understanding of a concept. In other words, rather than tackling a particular contentious issue head-on, an appeal can be made to a more high order understanding held by an individual. Coleman (2006) suggests that if common ground is established between disputants at a higher level framing of an issue, individual attitudes and behaviors in lower level frames are then more easily modified. These more inclusive frames allow individuals to view specific conflict issues and situations differently, ideally in a more constructive way, while still allowing individuals to stay true to their own beliefs.

In sum, individuals have structured ways of interpreting events, rooted in previous experience, which contribute to how they perceive conflict scenarios, as well as how they communicate in instances of interpersonal conflict. Conflict perceptions appear modifiable through targeted attempts to influence disputing individuals at a more inclusive framing of the particular issue at hand. Even hotly contested issues may be resolvable when individuals move beyond continuously reinforcing initial frames, engage the complexity of conflict scenarios, and work together to create more inclusive alternative framings of the specific conflict scenario.

The Activity
The SAMRP assignment requires students to write, prepare, and present a 10-20 minute role-play on a conflict in the workplace. The SAMRP can be utilized in relatively small classes (approximately six students), as well as larger classes (20+). The activity can be used as long as there are enough students to have at least three students in a group (e.g., two disputants and a mediator). In the typical group, two students serve as disputing coworkers, and one person assumes the role of a mediating third party. The mediating third party can be internal to the organization, such as an assistant manager or HR manager, or can be an outside mediator.

Prior to the SAMRP, students should already be familiar with concepts such as conflict styles and strategies and/or approaches to conflict. Therefore, the SAMRP can be used to conclude a unit on basic communication concepts like perception, conflict, nonverbal communication, language, and communication in relationships. The SAMRP could also be utilized as a summative assessment near the end of the semester of a course, in order to
demonstrate student understanding of conflict and relationships, as well as achievement of course competencies throughout the semester.

Learning Objectives
Within the SAMRP, each student is required to deliver organized and persuasive articulations of their position in the dispute. The assignment requires students to think critically about conflict situations from different perspectives. Therefore, even though the SAMRP is a group activity, each student is still required to deliver a reasoned individual presentation backed by evidence. The disputing individuals must present evidence to support their positions. The mediator must facilitate the mediation process by providing an opening statement, challenging disputants’ frames of the conflict, and facilitating solution brainstorming between the parties. In order to successfully complete the assignment, each group of students must display effective verbal and nonverbal communication, including listening skills. Students are also required to critically engage potential conflict scenarios, devise potential solutions to commonplace workplace conflicts, and interact professionally and ethically within the simulated workplace mediation scenario.

Preparation
The time allotted for preparation depends on whether the SAMRP is used as an exclusively in-class exercise, or as a graded assignment requiring outside work. The assignment can work as an in-class activity or an outside class assignment, if students are able to meet in their groups outside class, or as a combination of both. If the SAMRP is used as an exclusively in-class activity, the instructor can extensively work with student groups directly as they prepare the role-play. As an in-class assignment, one to two roughly 75 minute class period(s) can be used to prepare the role-plays and one additional class period can be used to present the mediation. As the amount of preparation time needed may vary based on class size, and group size, checking in with students at the end of the first class work period dedicated to the role-play usually gives the instructor an idea of how much more time students need to prepare. If work for the assignment is exclusively done outside of class time, a few minutes for checking in on groups’ progress during the class period prior to presentations and then one class period for presentations should be allotted. Typically, most groups are ready to present the SAMRP with one and a half to two hours of in-class preparation.

The activity begins by overviewing the assignment expectations and, when applicable, the associated rubric for the assessment. Students then begin by choosing groups. As the students settle into their groups, the instructor explains that many topics and situations could be relevant to a work conflict and allows groups a period of time (15 to 45 minutes) to brainstorm ideas based on previous conflicts at work. For any students that are not currently employed, and/or have never been employed, the instructor encourages students to think about previous interpersonal conflicts with classmates, friends, or family that could potentially translate over to a work context.

As students work to decide on topics/situations, the instructor reinforces that the conflict situation must be relevant to the work context. For example, a common source of workplace conflict is scheduling. Further, as students act out parts of the conflict during the role play, the instructor should inform students to use a
topic/situation they will feel comfortable acting out for the role-play. As audience members may have questions about the different characters’ motivations following the performance, students might find it helpful to create short back stories for each disputant. For example, students might wish to decide how many years each disputant has been with the organization. Creating back stories for the role play characters also assists with developing the overarching conflict narrative of the role-play. If the instructor wishes to allow students time to generate character backstories, another 15-30 minutes should be added to preparation time. Finally, students should decide the extent to which they want to map the role-play out. Some students may wish to fully script the role-play, while others will value the opportunity to “ad-lib.” Allowing students to keep some information private from other group members can make the mediation portion of the SAMRP appear more like a genuine workplace conflict. At the very least, students should decide on an industry and organization, as well as the positions of the individuals involved in the conflict.

Role-Play Content
Once students select their topics/scenarios, the instructor walks them through the basics of a mediation session. Video examples of a mediation may be useful to assist students in understanding the mediation process (for an example, see Burrell, 2013). Much like a traditional in-class speech, each mediation session should have a clear introduction, body, and conclusion. For the purposes of the SAMRP, mediation role-plays should be no less than 10 minutes, but no longer than 20 minutes. Therefore students should select conflict scenarios that could realistically be worked out in a limited amount of time. A handout describing the different parts of the mediation process may offer students a helpful way to organize their thoughts. In generally, the three components of the session should resemble the structure outlined below.

Introduction
The role-play should begin with introductions of each party. Each party, including the mediator, should introduce themselves and provide titles/positions within the company/organization. As organizations will not always have the opportunity to bring in outside mediators, the mediating individual may take on the role of an in-house manager, or human resources person. Regardless of the mediator’s title, the mediator issues a brief statement at the beginning of the role-play describing the mediation process and establishing credibility with the disputants. Following the mediator’s opening statement, the mediator encourages each disputant to contribute in establishing ground rules for the mediation session. The individual filling the complaint typically presents first. However, just as in an actual mediation session, groups can decide how to take turns throughout the mediation. To conclude the introduction, the disputants and mediator write out ground rules for the mediation.

Body
The objective of each disputant in the body of the presentation is to clearly present their positions in the conflict with supporting evidence (e.g., specific details and/or demonstrations). Requiring students to support their positions requires students to think beyond a simple characterization of the conflict, such as one person being “correct.” If the SAMRP is utilized late in a semester, students should already be familiar with using evidence to support points from previous presentations. If not, a brief overview on how to support arguments should be provided along with the assignment overview. More on support and evidence in the SAMRP appears below. As the disputants present their
positions during the body of the role-play, the mediator paraphrases the disputant’s points to make sure s/he adequately understands the positions. Once each party has provided their case, the three parties brainstorm potential solutions to the conflict.

Conclusion

The objective of the conclusion is for the disputants to determine a mutually acceptable solution. The solution must address the disputants’ particular concerns, yet also address individual issues at a higher conceptual level in order to reframe the conflict. When the parties agree to a mutually-agreeable solution, the mediator has them sign a document in agreement. The mediator then thanks the disputants for their participation in the process and ends the role-play.

Support and Evidence

As each disputant works to have their position acknowledged by the other parties, students must think up concrete examples of evidence that could support their framing of the conflict. For example, as part of the back story, both disputants may wish to briefly summarize their experiences interacting with each other in the past. Producing previous written complaints to managers, for example, could show a history of negative interactions between the individuals that may have led to the current conflict. Providing such evidence allows students to create shared experience from which to draw as the mediation unfolds. The more specific that students can get with their characters’ perceptions of the conflict scenario, the more insightful the role-play will be for the students in the group, as well as those watching the role-play.

Students should also use relevant props and visual aids to support their positions. As mentioned above, students may create grievance or complaint documents filed by one of the disputants, or by customers, and provide it to the mediator during the session. Students may also pre-record staged work scenarios and interactions to display in class as evidence. Many students are excited about the ability to use props and can be very creative. At a minimum, however, students need to write up a mediation agreement that all parties sign at the conclusion.

Variations

Depending on the number of students in the class, group size can vary. However, groups larger than four students might find difficulty ascribing roles to each group member. If a group decides on having an outside mediator as part of the role-play, a fourth group member could serve as a representative for management, or another department within the organization. Though above it was suggested that students decide how they want to map out the role-play, instructors can also choose how they want students to develop and deliver the role-play. Extemporaneous delivery seems to result in the most engaging role-plays for those presenting and for those watching. However, depending on the specific utilization of the activity within the context of the course, the instructor may also allow students to memorize their dialogue, or utilize scripts.

Additionally, instructors can modify the amount of time allotted for the assignment in-class depending on what topics are chosen and how much preparation time students require. As a graded presentation, the role-plays seem to work best in 10-20 minutes. However, such time constraints inherently limit the severity and complexity of the conflict situations that students can use in the role-play. Many important and timely issues, such as racial conflict
and lower wages for women than men, would certainly be appropriate topics within the context of the workplace. Such topics, however, could be difficult to address and resolve in 20 minutes or less. Therefore, if instructors and students wish to use the SAMRP as an opportunity to bring discussion of larger social issues, such as racism and sexism, into the classroom, the activity would likely need to be adapted with additional preparation and debriefing time, as well as a longer mediation session.

**Debriefing**

A brief class discussion follows each group’s presentation. Each post-presentation discussion should focus on issues relating to course concepts, such as the verbal and nonverbal behaviors of the parties, conflict framings, and how participants’ perceptions appeared to change throughout the mediation process. Post-presentation discussions typically last around five minutes. Once all groups have presented, a summative class discussion should center on what students learned about perception, conflict management, and communication within relationships (in and outside of the workplace) through writing and performing the role-play. The debriefing following presentation of all of the role-plays typically last about 15 to 30 minutes. However, depending on the issues addressed in the role-plays, the final debriefing may flow over to the next class period. In that case, outside-class reflection assignments can encourage students to come to the next class period prepared to discuss what they learned from the experience of developing, delivering, and watching the role-plays.

**Appraisal**

From an instructor standpoint, completion of the role-play requires students to present an organized, formal presentation in front of the class, while also demonstrating an applied understanding of a number of course concepts. The amount of course concepts addressed in the SAMRP can be adjusted based on how much preparation time students are allowed. Rubrics for the SAMRP can focus on performative aspects and/or sufficient application of course concepts. One of the strengths of the SAMRP is the flexibility of the activity format. The activity can be formally or informally assessed and can be conducted completely in-class or require outside group work. The activity can also be used as a reference point for subsequent assignments. For example, requiring written reflections on conflict styles, communication within relationships, communication in the workplace, and/or the process of mediation can further challenge students’ understanding of communication and conflict.

In feedback collected following the assignment, both through class discussions and written reflections, students appear to appreciate the ability to choose their own conflict scenario. Many students report that choosing conflict scenarios allows them to work through real-life conflicts they are currently experiencing at work, and do so in a safe setting where they can get peer and instructor feedback. Additionally, many students report never previously considering how supervisors might frame a conflict differently than their employees prior to taking part in the SAMRP. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, student feedback suggests that the SAMRP assists students in understanding how what they learn in class is applicable to life outside the classroom.
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The Opportunity to Choose Courage,...What Will You Do?

Tamara L. Burk, Kayla L. Mallett, & Kiosha Gregg Boyles

On the morning of June 18th, I rode 20 minutes from the office to meet with a colleague at her home. While she was a nice person and we worked together often, I never actually looked forward to time alone with this particular team member. This is the colleague who listens to Rush Limbaugh when we car pool or who stood in my office and shared how negative she feels President Obama is. This colleague was the last person I wanted to meet with the morning after the Charleston shooting. Sitting across from her at her perfectly polished dining room table and looking out at the crisp blue pool water, I silently prayed, “Please don’t let her mention Charleston.” As we put the final touches on our project, I exhaled a sigh of relief and began to calculate how much time I had before I would be late to my next appointment. My mental math was interrupted by: “So ... did you hear about Charleston?” “Yeah, so sad,” I answered curtly, hoping my brevity would bring the conversation to an end. It didn’t, and I felt overwhelmingly uncomfortable – not in that “OK. This is awkward” kind of way, but in a “This is going to be painful” way.

Nodding my head in agreement, I listened to her express sympathy for the family. I listened patiently as she conjured up theories explaining how anyone could commit such a heinous act. That’s when my middle-aged white colleague - her brow furrowed - locked eyes with me, an almost 30-year-old African-American woman, and said, “I hope they don’t make this about race. I mean, I heard they’re already sending Al Sharpton down here ... It seems to be more of an attack on Christianity ... We don’t really have problems with race, but all of these outside people ...” I should have said something. It was the perfect opportunity to challenge her lack of empathy and unwillingness to consider that her comments may be perceived not only as distasteful but also as insulting. The opportunity to choose courage presented itself, and I did nothing. I hurriedly packed my things, using my next engagement as an excuse. After an awkward goodbye, I was in my car and on my way. Within minutes, my best friend was on the phone vocalizing all of the emotions I was still too taken aback to express.

In an auditorium filled with small children and adults of various backgrounds, the speaker at my next event encouraged members of the audience to believe in themselves. As she spoke, I was distracted by thoughts of my colleague and her earlier remarks. As people filed out of the auditorium, I noticed a familiar face, Dr. Tamara Burk. I smiled at my former professor and asked, “How are you?” Dr. Burk, usually full of energy and enthusiasm, looked at me with tears in her eyes and said, “I don’t know how I should be doing.” I was momentarily stunned into silence. I knew her reply was in reference to the Charleston shooting, and right away I began to draw a comparison in the two conversations. She looked at me and said, “We have got to do something about race relations in this state.”

She listened attentively as I recounted my earlier conversation and my failure to choose courage. We shared thoughts on what it would take for people to have real conversations about race with people they don’t ordinarily feel comfortable having those conversations with. We agreed that people needed to feel empowered, equipped with tools, and supported by others willing to have the same conversations. Before we left the auditorium, Dr. Burk declared, “Let’s do it. We’re going to start the Courage Campaign.” Before the day was over, she announced the concept on Facebook, and people were expressing willingness to get involved. The rest is history – in the making.
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On June 17, 2015, nine people were massacred while gathered for Bible study at Mother Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal (A.M.E.) Church in Charleston, SC. The South Carolina Courage Campaign is our response to this tragedy. As in other places in our country, South Carolina is marked by many forms of institutional separation and self-segregation, stemming from both habit and design. The goal of the SC statewide Courage Campaign is to empower South Carolinians to make new human connections with those unlike themselves.

We believe that by encouraging diverse individuals to engage one another--on their own terms--through social media and face-to-face conversations, we can make a difference and build on the unity movement sparked by the Charleston tragedy. Through cultivating proactive and thoughtful interaction, we can build racial empathy, and ultimately, justice. Without that communication process, peace, healing, unity, and reconciliation are impossible. By working together and using the power of sharing our stories, we can change the narrative in our state.

It is our hope that by facilitating meaningful and necessary opportunities for conversation among people throughout South Carolina, the nine Charleston massacre shooting victims will be justly honored: Rev. Clementa Pinckney, Tywanza Sanders, Cynthia Hurd, Rev. Sharonda Coleman-Singleton, Myra Thompson, Ethel Lance, Rev. Daniel Simmons, Rev. DePayne Middleton-Doctor, and Susie Jackson.

**Why Must We Use the Charleston Massacre as a Teachable Moment?**

It is the authors’ opinions that racism continues to be perpetuated generally, but especially in the South. While the overt racism of decades past has been softened by the passage of Jim Crow Laws and the evolution of cultural norms defining “acceptable” communication behavior, the ideologies at the root of racism, as well as the economic factors at the root of poverty, remain alive and well. Generally, in the South, resistance to “the outside” remains, and an inordinate amount of energy continues to go into defending and protecting the lore of racist rationales, both past and present. Economic disparities remain perpetuated by family privilege and property, and the passing down of both racism and anger has a significant impact on both social and political spheres. The reality that many Southern whites generally have more wealth for no other reason than their ancestors exploited black people, is a truth that continues to be blurred by claims of tradition, heritage, and southern identity.

The Charleston Massacre, so overt and visible in its link to racist ideology and behavior defies any subversive denial or justification as to its root cause, racism. Nine people, in a notable and historically black church, welcomed a young white stranger into their circle of Bible study, only to be murdered an hour later, explicitly, because of their race. Unlike many other crimes, this action so palpable in its ties to racism cannot be explained away to soften its roots in social stratification. This heinous act demands attention through its overt and public nature. Because it cannot be denied, the Charleston Massacre makes talking about race not only possible, but acceptable, and an urgently necessary and powerful teaching moment. In the classroom, on the streets, in our
churches, and in public forums, it is suddenly unusually safe to encourage conversations so desperately needed to acknowledge long-held patterns of cultural violence. It is our belief, then, that the severity of the Charleston Massacre uniquely challenges the usual silence and denial so often tied to alleged instances of racism because not acknowledging this horrific event involves risk, as well—we risk our very humanity.

**How Does the SC Courage Campaign Work?**

The SC Courage Campaign believes that while the removal of the confederate flag was significant symbolically, the fight against racism and the racist narrative in our state requires a more intentional effort to improve communication. While removing the confederate battle flag had an impact on the social and cultural shift taking place in South Carolina, it is the beginning, and not the end. Accordingly, our approach to change is one of “boots on the ground.” The campaign is founded on the belief that it is only through the power of connection and communication that we will counter the forms of institutional separation and self-segregation discussed earlier. By encouraging diverse individuals to engage one another—on their own terms—through social media and face-to-face conversations, we can help dismantle interpersonal barriers to more successfully combat social, economic, and political challenges in our state. We believe that by cultivating proactive, real, and thoughtful interactions, we can build racial empathy and, ultimately, justice. Without such a communication process in place, peace, healing, unity, and reconciliation are impossible.

As communication scholars, we know that for most, talking with someone unlike ourselves is not always easy. When it comes to race or other identity markers, the communication process may be awkward, uncomfortable, or even risky, for some. Therefore, we challenged people to practice “conscious and courageous conversations” noting that these exchanges need not be big productions, but should push participants slightly (or more) out of their comfort zones.

In order to launch the SC Courage Campaign, we challenged people to sign on as “Ambassadors” and to initiate small meet-ups (4-8 people) and/or one on one coffee or lunches with others unlike themselves (beginning the week of July 13th). We requested that participants send the date, location, a photo, and an anecdotal story to us for our social media outlets. Ultimately, through the power of story, we hoped (and still hope) to demonstrate that there is more that unites us than divides us. That together, on our own terms and in our own communities, we can at the very least improve the culture of unity throughout South Carolina, one conversation at a time.

To date, we have over 70 Ambassadors in over a dozen counties, and we have reached out to thousands throughout the state (and beyond). Individuals and activists initiated two additional Facebook pages with links to our original: the SC Courage Campaign-Charleston, and the SC Courage Campaign-Greenville. Meet-ups have happened throughout the state in pairs and small groups, both formally and informally, among strangers and friends alike. In the context of the Campaign, the viewing of films, TED Talks, book groups, and storytelling sessions have been organized. Pictures, narratives, and authentically difficult conversations can be found on our social media pages. New events continue to be hosted by diverse people on a weekly to monthly basis. The number of Ambassadors is growing, and we are looking for more. There is no magic or easy solution, there is simply the
willingness to engage in and to cultivate conversations that encourage connection through our similarities, and improve understanding of our differences. If you are interested in participating or observing, go to [http://bit.ly/SCCourageAmbassador](http://bit.ly/SCCourageAmbassador) to sign up to be a SC Ambassador, or join us on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram @sccourage. You will find a simple Ambassador Sign-Up and the SC Courage Campaign Talking Guidelines on the left bar. More importantly, you will discover comments, pictures, and disagreements that renew your faith in the human ability to connect and understand, despite distinct differences. In a recent post, two diverse participants summed up how the SC Courage Campaign has impacted them:

“Our luncheon discussions have affected me profoundly. Speaking for myself, over the weeks I have been able to put together various parts of my life dealing with race and racism, and I see a "whole" picture, rather than the "snapshots" I have always seen before. Also, communicating with various people on-line has been extremely helpful because [it has] opened up my eyes, and now I am practicing empathy on a constant basis: putting myself into the shoes and hearts of many Black Americans. I am so grateful for these opportunities.”

“Being a part of this campaign has introduced me to some interesting and candid persons. Also, it has made me more aware of the differences in people and how they think. Varying opinions shouldn't bring about hatred or confusion, but promote understanding and broaden conversations.”

We sincerely hope that you join us in celebrating the power of communication by joining in courageous conversations. For all of us, our experiences with race (and other identities) deeply shape our ideas about society. It is inevitable. We each experience the world through our own frames of reference, and we cannot experience the life of another without their help. As Founders of the SC Courage Campaign, we sincerely invite your participation in the shaping of our future--the world which our children will inherit,…one we hope, where people are seen before issues.

So, when you next have the opportunity to choose Courage,…what will you do?